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Iii TUE SUPREHE COURT OF OHIO

STATE OF OHIO ex xell,
RONALD BLOODWORTH

CASE NO.Relator
ORIGINAL ACTICN IN MANDAMUSV.
COMPLAINT FOR A WRIT OF

MARYELLEN OSHAUGHNESSY, MANDAMUSFranklin County Clerk of Courts

Respondent

1. RONALD BLOODWORTH, Relator, pro se(Bloodworth or Relator) pursuant to

S.Ct.PractR. 12.01 asks this court for a peremptory writ of mandamus directing
the Franklin County Clerk of Courts, namely MaryEllen Oshaughnessy, to file
Relator's R.C. 2323.52 Motions’ for leave To Proceed INSTANTER.

2. Relator is a citizen of the State of Ohio and of the United States.
Relator is a party to ; ONTO STATE ATTORNEY GENERAL V. RONALD BLOODWORTH,

Franklin Common Pleas Nol'11CVHO1-265(“underlying case")pursuant to R.C. 2323.

52.

3. The franklin County Court of Common Pleas is a trial Court established
pursuant to O.R.€. 2501:01¢F)andé with jurisdiction established pursuant to

R.C. 2305.01.

4. This Court has original jurisdiction over petitions for writ of man-

damus (R.C.2731.02) and (Art IV Sec (2)(B){1)(b) 0 Const)

COMPLAINT

5H On July 20, 2021, via certified mail, as a vexatious litigator, Blood-
worth mailed two(2) MOTIONS FOR LEAVE TC PROCEED PURSUANT TO R.C. 2323.52

(Exhidits' B & C3 and Affidavit of Ronald Bloodworth, Exhibit A, paragraph 2 )
to the Franklin County Court of Comaon Pleas for filing regarding the undex-~

lying case, as required by R.C. 2323.52(F)(1).
6. Upon information and belief, the respondent has received both July 20,



2021 R.C. 2323.52 Motions for Leave To Proceed by certified maill(Exnibits D,E),
and, Bloodworth's Affidavit, Exhibit A, paragraph 3.

7. To date, respondent has not filed said motionsi!' Idli 9 4.

Se Respondent should not have refused to file Bloodworth's two R.C. 2323.

52 Motions for Leave To Proceed. As a matter of law, Bloodworth was entitled
to have all of said motions’ filed as presented to the clerk in accordance with

R.C. 2303.05,

9. In 2011, Bloodworth was declared a vexatious litigator by the franklin

county court of common pleas pursuant to R.C. 2323.52 in the underlying case.

10 Pursuant to R.C. 2323.52(D)(1)(a), the franklin county court of comnon

pleas nas entered an Order that prohibits Bloodworth from instituting legal
proceeding!.s, in pertinent part, in the court of common pleas without first

obtaining the leave of that court to proceed!

11. The respondent is charged by law to serve as the administrative conduit

through which this statutory scheme is effectuated in the underlying case;

Mayer V. Bristow,91 OhioStl) 3d 1,14(2000).
12. Tne respondent has refused to file the aforementioned motions, identi-
fied at paragraph five herein]!

43. Tne responceat has provided no reason for refusing to File the aforenen-

tioned motions’ identified in the pre ceding paragraph. The respondent has

no authority to refuse to file relator's two(2) R.C. 2323.52 Motions For Leave

To Proceed as presented to the clerk anc its action to do so was a legal
nullity.
14. R.C. 2323.52 establishes a screening mechanisia under which relator
can ask the declaring court on a case-by-case basis permission to proceed in
another court by filing an application for leave to proceed. Mayer, suprall

Despite the celutoc having wailed the aforasentioned R.C. 2522.52 iaocion(s")
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te the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas via certified mail and the

respondent receiving the motions’ the cespondent refused to file Bloodworth's
R.C, 2323.52 motion(s').
15. At the time that respondent refused to file Bloodworth's R.C. 2323.52

motion(s') as presented to the clerk by Bloodworth=-the vexatious litigator,
R.C. 2303.08 only allowed the clerk to refuse to accept papers submitted for
filing by a person who has been found to be a vexatious litigator under Section
2323.52 of the Ohio Revised Code for the following reasons: a person who has

failed to obtain leave to proceed under R.C. 2323.52.

16. Although respondent may have had the authority to reject certain plea-
dings or papers submitted for fil ing by a vexatious litigator, pursuant to
its powers under R.C, 2303.08, it did not do so as its action to refuse to
file Bloodworth's two R.C. 2323.52 Motion for Leave To Proceed occured after
Bloodworth complied with the requirements under 2.C. 2323.52(F}(1).

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
MANDAMUS

(Based on Self-Executing Statue)
17. Relator incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 16 as if
restated herein.

18. Pursuant to R.C. 2303.09 relator had the clear legal right to have his
two(2) Motions For Leave To Proceed Under R.C. 2323.52 filed as presented to
the clerk,
is, Pursuant to R.C. 2303.09 respondent has a clear legal duty to file
relator's two(2) Motions For Leave To Proceed Under R.C. 2323.52 as presented
to the clerk.
20, Relator has no other legal means to file the said motions' as the
Ohie Revised Code does not provide for an appeal from respondent's refusal

3



SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
MANDAMUS

(Based on United States and Ohio Constitution)
21. Relator incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 20 as if
fully recopied herein}!

22. Relator has a right to have have his properly presented papers filed
under the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitutioon and the Ohio Consti-

tution!! Art I Sec 16 respectively.
23. Respondent has a corresponding duty imposed by the Fourteenth Amend-

ment to the United States Constitution and Ohio Constitution to accept and

file Relator's two(2) R.C. 2323.52 Notions For Leave To Proceed as presented
to the clerk.
24. Respondents refusal to file celator's motions' violates relator's con=

Stitutional right of access to the courts and breaches its constitutional

duty to file said motion(s').

WHEREFORE, Relatoe Prays:

1. for a weit of mandamus against respondent clerk ordewing
the respon-

dent to file his two(2) R.C. 2323.52 Motions For Leave To Proceed as presented
to tae clerk,

Ze fou such further relicf as the court deems just; and,
*2. for the costs of this action}!

TOLEDO CORRECTIONAL TNSTTTUTION
2001 East Central Avenue
Toledc, Ohio 43608

REL ATOR, pro se



AFFIDAVIT OF RONALD BLCGODWORTH

‘STATE OF OHIO

SS:

LUCAS COUNTY

I, RONALD BLOODWORTH, being duly cautioned and sworn, depose

and state that I am competent to testify to the facts contained

herein, that I have personal knowledge of the facts contained herein, and that

the facts contained herein are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.

1. I am a vexatious litigator and have been a vexatious litigator since

2011.

2. On July 20, 2021, I sent .two(2) MOTIONS FOR LEAVE TO PROCEED PURSUANT

TO R.C.2323.52 w/attached proposed Mandamus Complaint jand,Verified Complaint

for a Writ of Mandamus and Alternatively for Civil Forfeiture Pursuant to

R.C.149.351, by certified mail to the Franklin County Court of Common Pleas

for filing regarding the underlying case. Exhibits 3 ¢ c,
3. On July 29, 2021, the clerks office and respondent received my two(2)

ReC. 2323.52 Motion(s') for Leave To Proceed w/attachments identified at

paragraph five(5) above by certified mail, Bdvbbits 65.

las a
4. However, the respondent did not file the two R.C. 2323.52 Motion(s')

for leave to proceed.

5. Each document attached hereto as an exhjk is a true and accurate

copy of what it is represented to bel!

Sworn to and subscribed in my presence thisoU day of Proaysr ;

PATRICIA 8 CEGLIO C ONT LL :
Notary Public BLIC
State of Ohio

My Comm. Expires
August 10, 2026 EXHIBIT - A
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IN THE FRANKLIN COUNTY COURT CF COMMON PLEAS
OUIO STATE ATTORNEY GEENRAL

Feunkilia Common Fleas No,Plainti€e BLCVHOL-265

Judge: Colleen Cdonnell.
MOTICH FOR LEAVE TOPPROCEED|ROWATR BT Sanronme UNDER R.C, 2323.52 .

Defendant

In 2011, Bloodworth was decdared & vexatious litigator pursuant to R.C, 2323.52,
by the franklin county court of common pleas. Accordingly, Bloodworth must seek
leave from this court to file a civil action in the Lucas County Court of Common

Pleas.

The proposed MANDAMUS COMPLAINT(attsshed hereto and incorporatesdherein by reference)
seeks to correct abuses of discretion,

“Mendamus will Lie only where 2 ocfsoner has no other adequazé remedy
avilable." C.J.S., Mandamus, Section 304, Prisons(Z011). Vhere an <duinietrative
agency(like the DRC) issues an avbitrary or unveasorable fins] ceterctnetion
where no direct right of appeal is provided to correct an abuse of discretion
an

adequet® remedy is not available, end accordingdy, mandamus is the proper
renedy.See, State ex rel. Glass, Molders, Pottery, Plastics and Allied Workers

International Union, Local 333, AFL-CIO CLC V. State Eoployment Relations Board

(199366 Chic St.3¢ 157,159 State ex vel. Serv. Enpl. internat]. Union Dis¢.
925 V. State Empl. Relations Bd.(1999)81 Ohio Stejd 173.

In Ponte V. Beal, 471 U.S. 491 at 505~06(1985) (MARSHALL, J.3 BRENNAN,

J., dissenting), 2 case inmolving an inmates rigut to call witnesses at «
prison disciplinary hearing, the U.S. Suprene Court expressly stated, as to
the need for additicn@R inquiry and velevance of objactive observer evidence

thet under circumstances where prison officials version of the incident is
EXHIBIT

C.



dismetrically oppesed ts prisojme:s version, Ow need foo aduitional inquir;
is.

presented ancy
eviderue frou “ebsexvers of the insident woud seem higriy

relevet. to ,ain] pexteaps ave Cispositive of, the question of Fen inmates)

responsibility fer ce misbehavics cnargec.

In this ceommection, several coucts Nave decidad that surveillmice tapes that nave

captured the alleged incident on video are considered re evant evidence. See,

HASSOP Ve LPEVRL,A2? csc lc fau,lli-ilesice mnewsuy cioel avaliable

substantiate tne petith rs defense istne videotape of tne incident in the

Segregation unit. on the day of the alieged incident, the hearingofficere should

have reviewed it as requested by the petitioner); ESPINOL V. COUGHLIN,199 AD 2d

904(Respundent concedes that petitionex weustd have been entitled to use the

Videctape secovding offthe iucident, Guat ae nelieves would exculpate him,

at tne nearing.)
.

In tite same vain, Multiple jurisdictions that aave cua3sidered bie issue

have vagorously and uniformly held that ddisciplinacy podies such pesmi tyand

view eviden2 at priesn disciplinacy proceeding, unless the evidence is irre-

levant, redumdant, unavailable or poses a security riskto the oruariy opeca-
tioa of the prison. Sce, s.ge, MALIEV.

TALIS, ¢

637 F.Supp. 1254, 130a, 7(S.D.

Noi1982) Cnozing * ‘nad plaiaciif informed cafends.aispriot to the tearing’ that

plaintiff waited toecll wimesses or ts present tae Video tapeof the ceil

block at tne time oe
the incident,defendants refusal to considex simn evicednce

would viclkate state law ard due process); MASSOP,supra, ac ..9Bicedusal £6

ee. idex videstape
«

we EQesice Ly dimetg viclatec scutes weguletions)s
| Videwtage:recordings made by surveillance cameras are also considered a

Witicss. TECSCE, supra at Tiivearlag officer sluuld nave viewd

inmates witness}; ESPINAELV. COUGILIL, Lao und bei("a vaceciape xTOceckGing ade

by a camera in the priscn used ostensibly or surveillance purposes twas the

only] witness to the incident...")



Simuld tise proposed court determine that Bloodworth was arbitrarilkydenied
an osportumitgyic preseat the surveillance camera videotape as his witness,
the peo csud cht casi thea cecide whethes

expungedietic
26 Siw ApplOpe are

renedy. Expuicgenent has beer deemed appropriate in similer cases suchax those
in whicn disciplinary Leacds Lepreperly denies @ priguneks vequedh uo

@ survelliamce casera videotape as a uitneas.See, €.g., MASSOP ¥. LeFEVZE,
127 Misc. 2d 910,913 expumgement pripper whore videotape witness wiaviilable
for cofmiderstion};MuTPR CF ALLAG Y. LeBLVRE, 152 AD 2d 255

requires because penaity imposed has aluost been served, ovar 14 month passage
of time, excecdingly serious nature of charged offense, and wiavellablewitness,
uncersceres the difficuity of ensurlug a meaningful fair heartag that complies
with D's regulations.)

In “Qu. COULIN, 997 aD <a 66s, the limeie was Geided a Laiv hearing
because irreiutably, prisoner adaitted Gsaraing and stabbing inmate-victin
whop came at itt with: kaicc, pointeda cut victlus extertion attempt and fuse

@avlier axguuent with victin and maintained self-ccfense, yet the hearing
Sfilcec teited te ree ast Meta. dan, a.gektien aod dsgue of
culpability enc faitedte seriously consider inmveted.justification defense
reicvant.

Were a prison dissislinery board sonviets an inmate of a rule infrace
tice after thei boand ales 2 lecchag ac wkd. uo shred of evidacelinstesd
of scuc cylcesce;or V4 @aniL Ls prusentec Lo

ouppest
ty checpe the

rts will intervene. Gee, ¢.ge, HARPER V. STATE, 463 N.W.2d 412,420-21
(Tome 790) Colding the fact that an inmate byoke a minorrule wes ro evidence
that he dis:sbeyad a lawful oxdar); EDeaRus¥. WHITE, 501 F.Supp. 3,110.0.Pe.
1979)(holding possession of a petition with no signstures was no evideste of 3

3
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CORGHTTNE Spy,N.Y. 19079, 767 F Sun. 12281232.7235, See ateo, y. Wl
28% AD zd $75.

WHERFYORE, tor the toreeving reasons, Bloodworth requests thet tnis court gratit
hin leave to tile nis viable civil actionin the court ir question.
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IN THE LUCAS COUNTY COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
STATE OF OHIO ex reil.,
RONALD SLOCODWORTH-#266-695
TOLEDO CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
2001 East Central Avenue
Toledc, Ohio 43608

Relator
Vi
TOLEDO CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
2004 Hast Central Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43608

and

JOHN DOE(first name unknown) WAGNER
CORRECTIONS SERGLANT
TOLEDO CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
2001 East Central Avenue
Toledo, Ohie 43608

Respondents

Cease No.

ORIGINAL ACTION IN MANDAMUS

€omplaint For a Writ of Mandamusand Injuac@sive Relief Pequest

DAVE YOST
OHIO ATTORNEY GENERAL
Ohio Attorbney General's Office
150 East Gay Street
Columbus, Ohio 3215
COUNSEL FORK RESFONDENTS



IN THE LUCAS COUNTY COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
STATE OF OHIO ex rel.,RONALD BLOODKRORTH

Case No.Relator
ORIGINAL ACTION IN MANDAMUSTu
COMPLAINT FOR A WRIT CF.TOLEDO IRRECTIONAL MANDAMUS AND INJUUNCTIVEINSTITUTION, et al. RELIEF REQUEST

hesponuents

helator, RORALDUBLOODWORTH, pgo se, invokes this courts jurisdiction pursuant
to Art IV Sec 4, © Const; R.C. 2731.01 et seq.3 B.C. 2305.01.
i. Relator, is ay innate incarcerated at Department of Rehabilitation and

Corvection(DkC)'s TOLEDO CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION(ToGI)located in Toledo,
Lucas Comty, Otdo and is a citizen of Ohio and the United States.
2. First respondent ToCI is 2 state cffice or

+ agency
a8 defined in B.C. 149,

011(A) & (B93 with public officials as definedtnR.C. 149.014(D) and as die-
cussed below being the actor and agent of said state agency whophave acted to
deptive relator of his cight to a fair hearing concuctec in aecerdanee with the
DRC's rules and regulations regarding disciplinery hesrirgs conducted by heering
officers.

3. Second Respondent, JOHN DOE(First Name Unkmow)WACNER, Heerine Officer,
is an agent of the first respondent and is a corrections sergeant for the DRC at
ToCI, having powere by and jiAcough the DRC as set forth in 0.8.C. 5120 ct seq.
4, The respondents’ have a duty to perform all duties conferrad on the

institution of the DRC by law or by order of the director ynder the and
regulations that the director prescribes,
5. The rules referredto in the preceding paragrpah is the Ohio Administrativ
Code(AR)'s. The regulations referred to in the preceding paragraph is the DRC's
Policies.



6. Respondent, Sgt. Wagner, is a stafiifmember designated by the warden to
act as a hearing officer at ToCI and it is his official duty to conduct an

informal hearing with an inmate who received a condxt report to determine

Violations of the inmate rules of conduct as described in rule 5120-9-06 of
the Administrative Code and the documentation of actions.
7. Pursuant to AR5i20-9~07B.1., and DRC Policy 56 DSC O1VI.D.1., any depart-
ment employeewho has reason to believeghat an inmate has violatedan inmate
tule(or rules)of conduct may set froth such allegations on a conduct report
which must inclgude but is not limited to a description of the specific behavior

constituting each rule violation, and cite the name and number of each applica~-
ble rule of conduct.

8. Pursuant to AB5120-9-06(A), the disicplinary violations defined by this
rule shall address acts that constitute an immediate and direct threat’ to the

sechrity or orderly operations of the institution, or to the safety of its staff,
visitors and inmates(includling thew inmate who has violated the rule)as well as
other violations of institutional or departmental rules and regulations.
9. Pursuant to DRC Policy 56 DSC 01(V1)(Z)(1) the managinf officer may adopt
a written policy containing local rules.
10. Also, putsuant to section (VI)(B)(2) of this policy any phlicy containing
local rules must be published in the inmate handbook.

it. Pursuant to section (VI)(B)(3) of this policy a violation of a local rule
must be charged as a violation of Rule 61 under Administrative Regulation
5120-9-06, Inmate Rules of Conduct.

12, According to page 76 of the ToCI's Inmate Handbook(eff. 10/3/2019), the
institutional rule violated shall be included within the bolidy of the conduct

report. 2



13. As part of the initial screening and preliminary procedure, AR5120-9-07
(D) and DRC Policy 56 DSC 01(VI)(F) requires the hearing officer to intially
evaluate the conduct report for forma dnc ontent which includes but is not
limited to the hearing officer determining whether the conduct report cites
the correct rule and cites sufficient facxts to support the changd violation.
Preliminariloy, the hear! f.gofficer's authority includes his ability to accept
or modify a condixct report or return it to the Charging officiai for correction
or revision.

14. According to AR 5120-9~-07(F){2), the hearing officer has the aathority to
conduct witwess interviews.

15. AR 5120-9-07(F)(5) requixes the hearing officer to determine whether a
‘Giolation has occured. DRC Policy 56 DSC O1(VI)(G)(5) and this section(F)(5) of
the rule provides further that if the hearing officer find s that there are
Some facts to support the conclusion that the inmate violated a rule, the

hearing officer may impose disposition.
16. Pursuant to AR5120-9-06(D)(i) & (2), no inmate shall be found guilty of a
violation of a rule of conduct without some evidence of the comission of ag

act and the intent to commit the act. The act muist be beyond mere preperation
and be sufficiently performed to constitute a substential risk of it being
performed. Intent may be express, or inferred from the facts and circunstances
of the case.

7 March 22, 2021 CONDUCT REPORT
17, OliaMarch 22, 2021, 2 corrections officer issued a conduct report against
relator charging relator with violating the inmate rules of conduct as described
in AR 5120=9-06(C)(35)gp alleging that relator was out of place when he entered
into officer's break room and retrieved state soap. Exhibit 4 .

3



18. Upon information and belief, during ite inttial evaluation of the condixt
repoirt the hearing officer determined that the conduct report has been accu~
rately completed, aca_eptal it and continued the disciplinary procedure.
19. On or about March 26, 2021, Set. Wagner conducted a disciplinary hearing.
Puring the hearing, relator made a statement. Relator admitted comsiting the
acts alleged in the coimibect eeport but dednied committing any wrongdoing.
20. Relator? stated that althouch this room is tha “officer break room" in-
mates are routingly allowed to enter this room and retrieve state soap that is
kept in this room. Relator stated further that this act does not constitute 4
violation of preison rules, as deseribed in AR5120-9-06(A), since rule 35 is
coupkled to no institutionel or departmental rules and regulations that proscriberelator's conduct, thus, the acministretive rule as a wile does nct:authorize
disciplinare action to be taken against the relator in the form of issuance of
@ conduct report.
21. Set. Wagner hed ne authority to proceed past the in*iial screening and
preliminary stage on to meeting with reletor and/or to determine whether the
conduct. reports "went inte officer breakfte om" allegation: ie the facts and
evidence to support the conclusion that relator is guilty of going into the
officers break room and taking state soap and its action to do sc was a legal
n&llity.
22. #‘In the March 22nd conduct report the allegations Anat describe the specific
behavior constituting a rvle 35 violation is confined scleiy to relator enteringcfficers breosk room and taking state stap. Despitesthe conduct report's “went
into the Officer break room and took...state soap” allegations being at variance
with being beyondmere vreperation and sufficient performance of an act thet

4



culminated into relator's expreessly ob’ inferentially violating rule 35 by
taking state soap from the officers bxveak room preceding the hearing , Set.
Wagner adopted the condsuct report's “went into the Officer's breakroom and
took...sizr soap’ allegations as being accurate, not requiring chargéng official
correction or revision, accedepted them anc continued the disciplinary hearing
and duxing the hearing the hearing officer, Wagner adopeted the “went into
the officer break room and took...siate soap" allegations as being qan accurate
Citation of the facts and evidence fron which to conclude that relator inten-
tionally committed the violation of the inapplicable rule of comet inte
sace of & nonexistent institutional or departmental rules and regulations coupledte the rule 35 proscribing said conduct.

In accordance with the March Z2nd conduct report allegations Sgt. Wagner
found relator guilty axt imposed Zisposition.
<4. At the time Sgt. Wagner found relator guilty of the rule 35 charged offense
the hearing ofiicer did not have statutory authority to find relator guilty of
the charged cliense. R.C. 5120.01 as implemented througn AR 5120-9-07(D)(1),ari DRC Policy 56 DSC 01(VI)(F)(1)(a),(c)3(3) only allows for the hearing officer
procedures to proceed past the initial screeningand preliminary stage on to
interviewing relator tor the following reasons: inter alia, the conduct report
Cites the correct rule, and cltres sufficient facts to support the rule 35
charge ard then only if the conduct report does not require any mint: revisions,
modifications or withdrawal.

25. Likewise, R.C. 5120.01 as implemented through AR 5120-9-07/F)(5), only
allowed for Sgt. Wagner to finhd guilt and impose disposition for the following
reasons; if its detexmiuation leads to finding that there exsists some facts to
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support the conclusion tnat reletor viodBied rule 35 as deaccibed in rule 5120-
@-06A)(C)(35} af the Onto Aduinistrative Code and then AR 5126-9-06(D)(1)(2)
oaly allowed for Sgt. haguer to find guiit for the following reasons: if there
eiests sone evidence of the commission of an act and the intent to commit the
act which must be peyonf were preperation and sufficiently perforued te consti-
tute a substantlal risk of its oeing performed.
26. Altngough Sgt. Wagnex may have had the authority to accept the conduct
raport, coatkiue the disciplinary procedure and conduct a disciplinary hearing
with relatos, find relates guilty of a violation of a rule and discipline
realtos for a cule @b violation in accordance with its powers under AR5120-

CE)
DRC Policy 56 DSC OL(VE)(F)(4)(a),(©)3(3)3(G) and

Aik 5120-9-00(D)(2) & (2), it could not de sc as its action te preliminarij§--
detemuine toat the conduct report has been accuresytely completed, acodept it,
amd continue the disciplinary proceduxe to its conclusion and determine and
tind that the donduct report contained some facts and evidence to support the
conclusicn that relator intentionally committed the rule 35 violation occured
in the éace of 4 conduct report to which there was no institutional ox depart-
mental rules ami reculations couspled to the rule 35 violation that prohibits
what celater did, cites ne facts to support the rule 35 violation, thus, cequires
Makor cevision, modification, correction, or withdrawal of the rule 35

violation and, in the absence of same evidence of the realtor's commission
ct a rule 35 violation an] the intent to commit the acts either expressly or im.—
ferentialiy from whe facts and circunstances of the case and are in the absence
of some evidence that the acta were beyond mace preperation sufficiently performelld
topconstitute a supstaniial risk of ite being performed.
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Maxch 20, 2021 GONDUCT REPORT

Zig On isarcis 26, 2021, a corxections officer issued a conduct report against
reglator chargiag relator witn violas the inate rules of conductas described
dis AR 51Z6-9-00(C)(55), alleging that relator was out ef place when he entered
the stafi'’s closet in Al/Z.Exnibit 6 .
z&. Upon sidocmation and oeliel, curing its initial evaluation of the conduct
report, Sgt. Wagner detemainea that the conduct report aas been accurately com
pleted, acddepited it and coninusd the discipolinary procedure.
25. Gi ox about March 26, 2021, Sgt. Wagner comkcted a disciplinary hearing.
luxing the nearing, calator sade asstatemeut. Relator admitted tcoccamittiag
tie act alleged in tae condhct repoct but denied committing any wrongdoing.
SS. Relator stated that “entexving the stafi closet” does not constitutesa
Violation of prison rules, as dascrivedin AK 512U-9-06(a), since muleSis cou-
pied to nO inStitutional ox departuental rules am regulations that prosworibe
reiatoc’s conduct, thus, ie ausinistrativedruic as a wocle does not authorize
Giscipiinary action to be taken against the reiator in the fora of issuance
Of @ Comiuct ceport.

3i. Sgt. Wagner had no authority to proceed past the initial screeuing and

peelininary stage co to meeting with realtor and/or te determine whether the
coinuct report's “entered the staff closet" allegations is the tacts and evi-
Gece to support che conclusion that relator is guilty of entering che staff
cioset and its action ic co so was a legal auility.
See ii tne Nexen 26th conduct report,,tne sllegations that describe the spe~
cific pehavis®™ constituting a cule $5 vislation is contined solely to realior's
entering the stafi closet. Despite the conduct report+s “entering the staff
closet" allegations being at variance with being beyoid knere preperation and
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sufficient rerformance of an act that culminated intc relator's expressly or
inferentially violating rule 35 by entering the staff closet preceding the hear-@
ing , Set. Wagner adopted the cons? sreport's “entering the staff closet”
allecations es being accurate, rot requiring charging officiel correction or
revision, accepted them and continued the disciplinary heatring and curing the.
hearing the hrarine officer, Wagner, adopted the “entering staff closet"
allegations as being en accurate citation of the facts end evidence from which

—

to conclude that realtor intentionally coumitted the violation of the inappli-
cable rule of conduct in the face of a nonexistent institutional or departmental
rules and regulations coupled to the rule 35 proscribing said conduct.
33, In accordance with the March 26th conduct report allegations Sgt. Wagner
fould relator guilty and imposed Gisposition.
34. At the time Sgt. Wagner found relator guilty of the rule 35 charged ofgense
Set. Wagner did not have statutory authority to find relator guilty of the
charged offense. R.C. 5120.01 as implemented through AR 5120-9-07(D)(i), and
DRC Policy 56 DSC OL(VI)CF)(1)(9),(c)3(3), only allows for the hearing officer
procedures to proceed past /'€-initial screening and preliminary stage on to
interviewing relatere for the folloving reasons: inter alia, the conduct report
cites the correct rule, and cites sufficient facts to support the rule 35
charge and then only if the conduct report does not requise any minor revisions,
modifications or withdrasal.
35, Likewise, R.C. 5120.01 as immlfinented through AR 5120-9-07(F)(5), only
allowed for Sgt. Wagner te find guilt and impose disposition for the following
reasons: if its determinetion ledds to finding that there exists some facts to
support thesconclusion that realtor violated tule 354as described in rule 5120-
9-006(A)(C)(35) of the Ohio Administrative Code and then AR 5120~9-06(D)(1),(2)
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only allowed for Sgt. Wagner to find guilt: for the follaring reasons: df there
exists some eicence of the commicsion of en act and the inteut te comnft the

3

tule @ substertiel risk of its beine performed.iv

oD. fl though Sot. Wegnermay have hed the authority to accept the conduct re=
port, continue the dfeciplinery pronedure and comtuct a disciplinary hearing
wath reeltor, reletor gubity ef = vielatien of rule ard cisciplins
releicr for ¢ rule 25 vieletion un_eccordance with its powers under AR 5120-9-
CP(D)(1),CE} (CF(1)-€5), DRC Eolicy 56 DEC OLOVIME)MAMa) (od (3)s(e) and
ME SU2C$O-CE(E} (1) & (2), it could net do se es its actionte preliminarily
Ceteruine that the conduct report has beena ccurately completed, acodpt it,
ead continue the disciplinary procedurs to ite conclusion and detersine and
find that the scemductreport contained ecma facts ondevidence to support the
eonclusion that re&ktor intentionally committed the rule 35 vieletion cccured
du the fece of a conduct repert te vinich there wes no institutional or depart-

ov

mental cules ond regulationscoupled to rule 35‘s violation thet prohibits&

-what releteor did, cites no facts to support the rule 35 viclation, thus, re-
outres mimor revieion, modification, correction, or withdrawal of the rule 35
igtation and, in the absence of some evidence of the relator’ sgecomission of

@ rake 35 vinlation and the intemt to commit the acts either expressiv or
ioferentialiy from the facts and circumstances of the case and are in the
avsence of Soh¢ evidence thet the acts were bevord mere preperation sufficiently
performed to conSiitute ¢ substantial risk of its peing performed.

Mereh 30, 2071 CONRUCT QEPORT

37, On March 30, 2021,« corrections officer icaued a corict report againstrelator charging relator with violating the inmate rules of conduct as described
9



in AR 5120-9-06(C)(61), alleging that relator violated a pyblished institutional
rules, regulations or procedures when he had paper in Ris ceili wind. Exhibit C *

38, Upon information and belief, ducing its initial evaluation uf the conduct
report, Sgt. Wagner determined that the conduct repori nas been accurately cone

pleted, does not require charging official correction or revision oc withdrawal
ami continued the disciplinary procedtixe.
39, On or about April i, 2021, Sgt. Wagner conducted a disciplinary hearing.
During the hearing, relator made a statement. Relator admitted comiliting the
act alleged in the conduct repoct but denied commitcing aay wronggoicy «

40. Relator stated that he as well as other inmates are coutinely pemaicted
to have paper in their cell window without consequence, and that additionally
having paper in his cel) window does not constitute a violation of prison
rules, as described in AR 5120-9-06(A), since rule 01 is coupled to no insti-
tutional or departmental rules and regulations that proscribes reiator’gsconduct,
thus, the administrative rule as a whole does not authorize disciplincry action
to be taken against relator in the form of issuance of & cordiuct report ae~
pecially since the institutional rule violased is not included within tae body
of the conduct report.
41. Sgt. Wagner had no authority to proceed past the initia: sexeaning and

preliminary stage on to meeting with relator and/or to dctecuine whether the
conduct report's “paper in his cell window” allegations is the iaccs and evi-
dence to support thegeonclusion that relator is guilty of “hajvingl} paper in
his cell window" and its action to do suo was a2 Legal muiliiy.
42. In the March 30th conduct report, tshe allegations thet describe the spe~
cific behavior constituting ea rule 61 violation is confined sciely to velator's
having pape in his cell window. Lespite the conduct report's “had paper in his
cell window" allegations being at variance with being beyond mere preperation

10
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5120-9-05{A},(C)(G1) of the Onze Administwative Code and then AR 5120-$-06(D)(1)
(2) only allowed for Sgt. Wagner to find guilt for the following reasons:
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if there exists some evidence of the commission of an act and the intent to coumitthe act which must be beyond mere preperation and sufficiently performed to
constitute a substantial of its being performed.
46, Although Sgt. Wagner may have had the authority to accept the cogauct report,continue the disciplinary procedure and conduct a disciplinary hearing with
relator , find relator guilty of a vimlation of a rule and discipline relatorfor a rule 61 violation in accordance with its powers under AR 5120-9-07(D)(1),(E)5(F)(1)~(5), DRC Policy 56 DSC O1(VE)(F)(1)(a), (e)5(3)5(g) and AR 5120-9-06
(D)(1) $& (2), it could not do so as ite action to preliminarily determine thatthe conduct report has bee) ecurately completed, accept it, that it does not
require charging official correction or revision or withdrawal and continue
the disciplinary procedure to its conclusion and dewtermine and find that theconduct report contained some facts and evidence to support the conclusion
that relator intentionally committed the rule 61 violation occured in the
face of a conduct report to which there was no institutional or departmentalrules and regulations coupled to rule 61's violation that prohibits what relator
did, cites hO facts to support the rule 61 violation, thus, requires minor
revision, modification, correction, or withdrawal of the rule 61 violation and,
in the absence of some evidence of the relator’s commission of a rule 61 viola-tion and the intent to commit the acts either expressly or inferentially
from the facts and circumstances of the case and are fin the absence of someevidence that the acts were beyond mere preperation sufficiently performed to
consattute a substantia&lrisk of its being performed.

April 7, 2021 CONDUCT REPORT
47, On April 7, 2021, a corrections officer issued a conduct report agsinstrelator charging relgtor with violating the inmate rules of conduct as de-
seribed in AR 5120-9-06(C)(21),(35) & (61), alleging that relatorwas informed
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that he missed chow movement and needed to go lock down in his cell, but rele-
tor instead said ne was going to chow that the officer couldnt refuse him
chow, if not thenhe refuses to lock down and to lock him up. Exhibit J,
48, On or about April &, 2021, Sgt. Wagner met with relator and conducted a
disciplinary hearing During the hearing relator pled not guilty. Relator made a
statement. Relator said that he did repeatedly experess his desire to want to
go to chow and also informed the officer that he could not Geny relator chow

especially when the rest of the inmates are standing just outside the Moor in
Jthe circlesarea bui denied saying to the vific€{ that he refuses to lock
down and to lock ‘fim up.

43, Relator explained further that he was acting in accordarce with his
norkal routine and exited his cell for chow while all other iwaates was leaving
the block for chow and arrived to the Ai/2 dayroom slider not even thirty
secomis after chow was called and that the other inmates leaving for chow
was still standing in the Ai/2 circle area as relator stood waiting at the
closed slider for it to mopen so he could go to chow and that the Al/2 slider
being closed so soon after chow was announced was alrming and suspicious
because norjimlly the dayroom slider is never closed so soon after chow is
walled arci inmates are nevec denied chow.

X,. Relator asked Sgt. Wagner to review the dayroom and Al/Z circle area
surveillance cameras as his witmess for the date and time in question where
corroboration for relator's allegations can be found and to review the
cemewa footage for the breakfast meal movement for the preceding week where

Sgt. Wagner will see that relator exists the block in the same manner every
‘morning during breakfast without incident.

13



51. Inmediately Sgt. Wagner commented that OO “Mirmick was working the control
bootia on" 4-7-21,

Dee Relator responded stating that that explains these unusual and peculiar
events occurance, stating that he'd filed a complaint against CO Minnick in
recent past and that closing the slider accusing relator of missing chow move-
ment was an act of herassment.

53. Relator concluded his statement by stating that no prison rule prohibited
his conduct especially since no institutional rules, regulations or procedures
is cited in the conduct report specifying the amount of time inmates have to
exit the block after chow is announced before meal movement is over and an
innate cannot go to eat. -

4. Set. Wagner refused to review the surveillance viddeo footage and
found relator guilty as charged and imposed cisposition.
55. Upon information and belief, it is comnon knowledge throughout the DRC

and TofI that all ToCi dayroom and circle area activity is monitered by a net-
work of nigh tech digital image surveillance cameras at the least, is recorded

and is easily accessible on the computer assigned to the hearing officer by the
DRC to conduct, inter alia, official hearing offfficer duties. Sgt. Wagner had
ne authority to reject relator's surveillance camera footage review request
and his actions te do so was a legal nulltigy
6. Here, as asserted by relator, coloring this cointroversy is the exis-
tence of surveillance camera video that recorded the events re: whether relator
refused to lock down although he missed chow because he missed movement or
whether relator was

Ws Hy 20 go to chow during
movement because the control

|

tebooth officer obstructed his timely exit fron
the block forcing relator to miss chow during mass movement by closing the

14



slider woile the inmate mass movement crowd Simultaneously staod waiting in the
circle area for mass movement to beginwlhen the crash gate opened. Despite the
Circumstances of the April 7, 2621 verbal and physical exchange accusation
and the officer's conduct being hotly contested, no effort was made on the
part of Sgt. Wagner to follow-up or act on relafors . request leaving relator -
with his word against the word of a corrections officer instead of havingobjective evidence that could corruborate tusher sides version of events .a7. At the time it elected not to review the surveillance camera video as
relator's silent witness the hearing officer did not have statutory authority
tw decide not to fevitw-"semveillance camera footage--an objective witness, B.C.
2120.01 as implemented through AR 5120-9-07(F)(2) and DRC Policy 56 DSC O1(V),
only allowed for the refusal to follow-up on an inmates request for witnessesfor the folpowing reasons: during an inmate cisciplinary process that is
carried out promptly andifairly.
%6.q Although Sgt. Wagner may have had the authority to act on an inmates
request for witnesses during the disciplinary process, pursuant to its powers
under R.C. 5120.01 as implemented through AR 3120+S-07(F)(2)3(5), and AR 5120+
9-06(D)(1) & (2), it could not do so as its action to deny relator's wit-
hess request occured although the surveillance camera footage Y was purportedly
an objective observer witness.

59. As for the rules 21, 35 & 61 charges themselves, Sgt. Wagner had no

authority to proceed past the initial screening and preliminary stage on to

meeting with relator and/or to determine whether the conduct
report's “refused

i i rdi -ToCl areinformation and belief, the surveillance camera recordings aty¥. as defined in R.C. 149.011(G) that is kept by the DRC at its gariousa:s4i§tibetions FOREVER because the DRC's surveillaN@B camera recordings arenec covered by a records retention schedule, See DAVE YOST, ATTORNEY
GERAD,Ohio Sunshine Laws, An Open Government Resource Mamual,2020, page 67, (20203%{Also,available on-line at: http//Ohio AttornepGeneral.gov/Sunshine.
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to lock down" and "missed movement" allegations is the facts and evidence to

support the conclusion that relator is guilty of "refusing to Lock down" after
he “missed movement" and its action to do sco was a legal nullity.
60. In the April 7th conduct report, the allegations that describe the spe~

cific behavior constituting a rule 21,35 & 61 violation is confined solely to

relator's “refusal to lopiziow" after “he missed chow movenent'',

Despite the conduct report'ss"refusal to Lock down" after “he missed chow move-

ment’ allegations being at variance with being beyond mere preperation and

sufficient performance of an act that culminated inte relator's expressly or

inferentially violating rule(s) 21, 35 & 61 by "vefusing to lock dow” after
“he missed chow movement" preceding the hearing, Sgt. Wagner adopted the conductr

atereport's "refused to lool: dow" after "he missed chow movement" allegations
as being accurate, not requiring chamging official correction or revision,
or withdrawal, accepted them and contrinued the disciplinary hearing and

during the hearing Sgt. Wagner, adopted the “refused to lock dawi" afger “he

missed chow movement’ allegations as being an accurate citation of the facts

and evidence frogmwhich to conclude that relator intentionally committed the

violation(s') of the inapplicable rule(s) of conduct in the face of nonexis«

tent institutional or departmental rules and regulations coupled to the rule

21, 35 & 61 proscribing said conduct.

61. dm the time Sgt. Wagner found relator guilty of the rule(s') 21, 35 &

61 charged offenses' Sgt. Wagner did no& have statutory authority to find

relator guilty of the charged offense(s'). R.C. 5120.01 as implemented through

AR 5120-9-07(D)(1) and DRC Policy 56 DSC Gi(VI)(F)(i)(a),(c)3{3), only
allows for the hearinf officer procedures to proceed past the initial screen-

ing and preliminary stage on to interviewing relator for thewf@llowing reasons:

inter alia, the conduct report cites the correct rulem,and cites sufficient
£ is



%facts to support the rule(s') 21, 35 & 61 charges’ and then only if the con-
duct report does not xequire any minor revisions, modifications or withdrawaal-
62. likewise, R.C. 5120.01 as implemented through Ak 5120-9-07(F)(5D,
only allowad for Sgt. Wagner to find guilt and impose disposition for the

following reasons: if its determination leads to a finding that there exists
some facts te support the conglusion that relator violated rule(s') 21, 35 &

61 as described in rule 5120-9-06(A),(C)(21),(35) & (61) of the Ohic Admini-
Strative Code and then AR 5120+9-06(D)(1) & (2) only allowed for Sgt. Wagner
to find guilt for the followin reasons: if there exists some evidence of
the comission of an act and the intent to commit the act which must be beyond
mere preperation and sufficiently performed to constitute a substantial risk
of its being performed.

63. Although Sgt. Wagner may have had the authority to accept the conduct

report, coninue the disciplinary procedure and conduct a disciplinary hearing
with relator, find relator evilty of 2 violation of a cule and discipline
relator for a Rule 21, 35 & 61 violation Sigmaccordance withgits powers under

AR 5120-9-07(D)(1), (E);(£)(1)-(5), DRC Policy 56 DSC Gi(VI)(F)(1) (a), (c)3(3);
(g) and AR 5120-9~06(D)(1) & (2), it could not do so as its actions to preli-
minarily determine that the conduct report has been accurately completed,it
accept it, thA¥ it does not require charging official correction or revision
or withdrawal and continue the disciplinary procedure to its conclusion end

determine and find that the conduct report contained some facts and evidence

to support the conclusion that relator intentionally committed the rule(s") 21,
45 & 61 viclations' ogcured in the face of a conduct report to which there
was no institutional or departmental rules or re§ula¥%GMs coupled to rule(s’)
21, 35 & 61 's violations that prohibit what relator did, cites no facts to

support the cule21,35;7° -violatious’, thus, requires minor revision,
i7



modification, correction, or withdrawal of the rule(s’) 21, 35 & 61 violations’,
- and, in the absence of some emidence of the relator's connission of & rule

21, 35 & 61 violation(s') and thelmtent to commit the acts either expressly
or inferentially from the facts and circumstances of the case and are in the
absence of some evidence that the acts were beyond mere preperation suff iciently
pertormed to consitute a substantial risk of its being performed.

June 20, 2621 CONDUCT REPORT

64. On June 20, 2021, a corrections officer issued a conduct report
against relator charging relator with violating the inmate rules of couliduct
as dedscrived in AR 5120-9-05(C)(21) & (26), alleging thet relator repeatedly
reiused to uncover his window after being given miltiple directives to do so,
ixhihit & ,

65.
On op about June 22, 2021, Set. Wagner conducted a disciplinary nearing

with relator. During the hearing relator made a Statement; relatoradmitted the

conduct report allegations bupgtdenied that efused to take the blanket out of
his window when first told to do so but also pointed out that his conduct does

not constitute wringdoing.RabaAytor asserted that he still could not have viclated
Tule 21 and 26 of the inmate rules of conduct since rule 21 and rule 2% is
coupled to no institutional or departmental rules and regulations that pro-
scribe his conduct. Relafer pointed out that the administrative rule as a
whole does not authorize disciplinary action to be taken ageinst hin in the
form of issuance of a conduct report .See, AR 5120-9-06(A).

66. Sgt. Wagner proceededito find relator guilty and imposed disposition.
67. Sgt. Wagner had no authority to proceed past the initial screening
and preliminary stage on to metting with relator and/or to detexmine whether
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the conduct report's blanket in the window allegations is the facts and evi-
dence to support the conclusion that relator is guilty of having his cell wine
dow covered and its action to do so was a legal nullity.
68. In the June 20, 2021 conduct report, the allegetions that describe
the specific behavior consituting @ rule 21 and rule 26 viclation is con-
fined solely to relator's having his blanket in his window. Despite the conduct
report's blanket in th@uwiniow allegations being at varience with being
beyond mere preperation and sufficient performance of an act thaP culminated
into relator's expressly or inferentially violating rules 21 and 26 by having
his window covered preceding the hearing, Sei. Wagner adopted the conduct
report's blanket in the cell window allegations as being accurate, not requiring
charging official correction or revision, or withdrawal, accepted tham ard
continuec the disciplinary hearing and curing the nearing Sgt. Wagner, adopted
the blanket in the cell window allegations as being an accurate citation of
the facts and evidence from which thfkonclude that relator intentionally
‘committed the violations' of the inappliceble rules' of conduct in the face
of a nonexistent institutional or departmental rules and regulations coupled
to the rules 21 and 26 prosacribing said conduct.
69. At the time Sgt. kagner found relator guilty of the rules 21 ara 26
charged offenses Sgt. Wagner did not have statutoftgyauthority to find relator
guilty of the charged offenses.’ B.C. 5120.01 as implemented through AR 5120
9-07(D)(1), and DRC Policy 56 DSC O1(VI)(F)(1)(a),(c)3(3), only allows for
the hearuing officer procedures to proceed past the initial screening and

preliminary stage on to interviewing relator for the following reasons:
inter alia, the conduct report cites the correct rule, and cites sufficient
facts to support the rules‘ 21 and 26 charges and then only if the conduct

1g



report dees not require any minor revisions, modifications or withdrawal.

ROC,5220,01 a5 implemoted through AR 5120«9-07(F) (5), only
allowed for Sgt. Wagner to fine guilt ard impose disposition for the fol«

“etermination leads tu a fitreling that ther eexistshsowins reag@ons: if iteoe

some facts tc support the conclusion that relator violated rules 21 amd 26

ae cescribed in rule 5120@0-06(A),(C)(21}& (26) ofdthe Chio Administrative
Code end then Af 5120-9-06(D}(1) & (2} only allowed for Sgt. Wagner to find

Jeuiolt for the following reasons: if there cag§fts some evidence of the

comission of an act ard the intent to commit the act which must Le beyord
more preperation ance sufficeiently perfomaed to constitute a substantial ri
f its being performed,

i. Although Sgt, Wagner may have had the authority co accept tie conduct

ceport, cobtinuedth<e disciplinary procedure and conduct 4 dissciplinarynearing
wath veletor, find relator guilty of & viclation of @ rule and discipline relator
for a rule 21 and rule 26 viclation in accordance with its powere under 42 5120-

GmC7(G)(4), CF C4)~(5), DRCPolicy56 DSC GUVI)CF)(4)(a) 403503) 34g) and

AR 5120-9-06(D)(1) & (2), it could not de so as its action te preiiminargly
Geteraine that the conduct report hue been accurately completed, accept it,
that it ccees nct require charging officiel correction or revision or withdrawal
and continue the disciplinary procedure to its concludscion and detarciine and

that the conduct report contained some facts and evidence te support
the conclusion that relator intentionally committed the rule 21 and 26 viola-
tion occured in the face of a conduct report to which there was no institute
tional or departmental rules and regulations coupled to the rules’ 21 and 26

viclations’ thE peohibits wnat relator did, cites no facts to support the

rule 21 and rule 26 violatious', thus, requires minor revision, modification,
correction or withdrawal of the rules’ 21 and 26 violations and, in the
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absence of some evidence of the relator’s commission of a rule 21 and rule 26
violations and tne intent to commit the acts either expressly or inferentially
from the facts and circumstances of the case and are in the ubsece of some
evidence tnat the acts were beyond mere preperation sufficiently performed
to constitute @ substantial risk of its being poertormed.

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTICcH
MANDAMUS

72. Re@lator incorporates the allecations of roragrapga 1 through 71 as
if fully restated herein.
73. Pursuent to R.C 5120.01 as implemented through AR 5120-9=C7(D)(1) and
BRC Policy 56 DSC O1CVTMEDIO: DH The. relator had the clear legal
right te expect that the hearing officer would preliminarily determine that
the conduct reports’ rule violations’ is inserrect, and that the factS cited to
support the rule violations’ is insufficient and that a minor revision,
charging official correction or revision and/or withdcawal is nacecsary,
modify it, return it to the charging official and/or withdraw the rule vicla-
tions’ anc continue the dieciplinary prosedeure regarding all of the above
cited conduct report rule violations’.
74. Pursuant to R.C. 5126.01 as implemented through AR 5120-9-97(D)(1} and
DRC Policy 56 DSCOL(VI}(F)(1)(a),(c),(3),4), the respondents have a clear
legal duty to preliminarily determine that the comuct reports’ rule violc-
tions’ is incorrect, and that the facts cited te support the rule vicletions'
is insufficient and that a minor revision, charging official correction or
revision and/or withdraval is necessary, modify it, return it to the charging
of ficialeand/or withdraw the rele violations’ and coninue the disciplinary
procedure regarding all of the above cited conduct report rule vislations.'
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75. Relator has no adequate remedy at law to dermine his rights to expect
that the hearing offiécer will prekiminarily determine that the conduct

reports’ cited§rule violations’ is incorrect, that the facts cited to support
the cited rule violations' is insufficient and thatminor revision and/or
withdrawal is necessary, modify it or withdraw the cited rule violations’ and
continue the disciplinary hearings.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
|

MANDAMUS

76. Relator incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 75 as if
restated herein.

77. Pursuant topR.C 5120.01 as implemented through AR 5120-9-07(F)(2) and
DRC Policy 56 DSC 01(V), the relator had the clear legal right to expect that
‘yhe hearing officer would in all fairness promptly act on relator's request
for witnesses regarding the April 7, 2021 conduct report's rule 24,:35 & 61

violations’,
78. Pursuant to R.C.2 5120.01 as implemented through AR 5120-9-07(F)(2)
and DRC Policy 56 DSC 01(V), the respondents have a clear 1-egal duty to
promptly and fairly act on relator's request for witnesees regarding the
April 7, 2021 conduct report's rules’ 21, 35 & 61 violations.’
79. Relator has no plain and adequate remedy at lew, the disciplinary
procedures set forth in the administrative rules and internal policxies
regarding discipline does not afford relator the opportunity for appeals
from hearing offiewr.s decisions. Moreover, AR 5120-9-31(B), does not provide
a mechanism for use of the inmate grievance procedure regarding hearing offi-
cer dispositions.

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
MANDAMUS

@0. —-Pursusit-:to R.C. 5120.01 as implemented through AR 5120-9-07(F)(2);(5) and DRC
Policy

56 DSC 01(V1)(G)(4)(a), (5) and AR 5120-9-06(D)(1) & (2),
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thewreletor hed the clear legal mright to expect that the respondents wouls
review the eexisting, objective, hichly relevantttexonerating cbserver survei-
llance comeras(wi tnessain conjunction with the comluct report in ameersiningwhether there exists sone facts and evidence to suptert the conclusion that
relator committed a rule 21, rule 35 ard rule 61 violation arsi that relator
intended to em@mmit the acts preceding its guilt finding and imposing disposition,81. Pursuant to B.C. 5120.01 as implemented through AR 5120=9-07(F)(2);(5), DRC Policy 56 DSC CL(VI}(G)(6)(a)(5), and AR $120-G-00(D)(i) & (2) the
vespoxients nave a clkear leral duty te review the existing, objective,
hishly velevant. exoneretine, observer surveillsnce camera(witness) in conjuncetionwith the conduct revert, in deremining whether there exists sone facts
and evidence to support the conclusios that reletor committed a rule 21, 35 and
61 violations’ and that relator intended to commit the acts precedins rhe
eccomdents guilt finding and inposine Cischpline.
82. - Relater nad no plain onc: adequate remedy at law, the AR $120-S<G7;
AR 512G-0=-06 and DeC Policy 56 DSC 01 does not afford relator an appeal
mechanism, Moreover, 4B 512-G-31(B}, does not provide a mechanism for useof tne inmate prievance procedure regarding hearine officer disposition.

FOURTH CAUSE GF ACTIOR
MARLAALS

ga Kelator incorporates tne allegations of paragraphs 1 through 82 asit restated herein.

&4. rursuant to KG. 5120.01 as implemented through AR 5120-9-67(F)(5) and
Ax 5izu-9-U0(b)(1) & (2), tne relator nas a aBar iegal ragnt to expect that
the hearing officer would determine that sowe facts ani evidence does not
exist to support the conclusion that a rule violation(s') nas occured re-«
garding each of the above described conduct reports’ preceding guilt findings
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and imposing disposition(s').
85. Pursuant to R.C. 5120.01 as implemented through AR 5120-9-07(F)(5) and
AR 5120-9-06(D)(1) & (2), the respondents had the clear legal duty to deteraine
thet sone facts and evidence doas not exist to support tne conclusion that a
cule violation(s') has cceured regagrding each of the steve described conduct
report(s’) preceding guilt findings’ and impos}7q-dispositien(s').86, Relator has no adequa&h remady at law to deterwine his right to expectthatrthe hearing officer will comply with AR 5120-9-07(F)(5) and . ARR 20-9-06(D)(1) & (2),

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION
INJUNCTIGN

87. Relator incorporates the allegations at paragraphs 1 through 86 as if.
restated heratn.-
86. The respondents acted contrarii~o their clear legalgduty in not preli-
minarily determining that the conduct reports’ cited rule violations is in-
correct, that the facts cited to support the conduct reports cited rule violationsis insufficient and that minor revisions is necessary, charging official cor-
rection or revision is necessary, and/or withdrawal is necessary, modify it,
and continue the disciplinary procedure as desir-tibed above,,also by not promptly
acting on relator's request for relevant witness as described above, also not
determining that some facts and evidence do not exist to support the conclusion
that relator committed the rule violations as described almyezocre

Relator idssuffering and will continue to suffer irrepareble hara as a
result of the respondents unfair, arbitrery and unlawful conduct.
90. Relator has no adequate remedy at law.
91. The publkic interest will be served by the injunctive relief requestedin that the integrity of the DRC and its disciplinary process and the trust
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and confidence plsaced in it by the public will be protected.
92. Relator is entitled to an injunction requiring respondentsto conduct
a xehearing or modify its disposition and/or withdraw the @onduct <oport{") °

$3. Relator is further entitled ic an order prohibiting anc enjoining
respondents from removing relator from his disciplinary hisory status prece~
ding ther date(s) listed above at pargraphs 17,19,27,29,37,39,47,48,64 and 65
in &@ manner contrary to the letter and the spirit ofgthe law and the rules and re-

gulations prescribed by the director.

94. The injunction will not produce any harm tc the respondents because
the resporxents would merely be required to ubide by the laws as enacted by
the genera] assmebly and as prescribed by the diractor of the Ohio Dac.

WHEREFORE, Relator preys for the tollowing relict:
ly ISSUE a peremptory writ cf mandamus ordering the respondests to with-
drat the March 22, 2021 conduct report, the Narch 26, 2021 conduct report, the
March 30, 2021 coprductmeepert, the April 7, 2022 conduct report am? June 20,
2021 comluct report am other relief the court @geems necessary and appropriate.
2. Alternatively, rsletor requests that the court issue an alternative
writ of mandemis that requires the respondents te vithdraw the comluct reports
identified in the precading paragraph or show cause why such action ig met, or
should not, de pprfornead.

3. ISSUE a peremptory weit of mandamus ordering the respondents to conduct
& new hearing durine which the disposition will not be isposed preceding re-
spondents promptly acting on relater's request for witness as provided by law
as described above atSECOND cause of action.
4, Alternatively, relator sequests that the court issue an ajfernative writ
of mandamus that requires respondents to conduckta aew hearing during
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which the cisposition will net be imposedpreceding sespondents promptly acting
ou relator’s requesi for whtness as provided by lew ag described ubove at
SECOND cause of action, or show cause why such action ie not, or should not,
be perforned,

Se TISSUE a peremptory wit of sondsaus ordering respondents to determiuc that
op Tact oan ost unge of recor’ does not existgte support the conclusion

that relator committed rule vielation(s') as described above at FOURTH cause
of action preceding the guilt finding and imposition of disposition,
6. Alternatively, relate: requests that this court issue an alternative
writ of meandamis that requires the respondents io determine thet some facts
end evidencee@f record does not exist to support the conclusion that relator
committed rule vielation(s') preceding the guilt finding and imposition of
disposition as described above at FOURTH cause of action or show cause why such
action is not, or should not, be performed.
7. ISSUE an énjunction requring respondents to conduct « rehearing,
modify its disposition(s’) or withdraw conduct report(s’) es provided.by Law
as described herein.

8. ISSUE an injunction prohibiting and enjoining resphndents from re-
moving relator from his pre-3/22/21, 3/26/21, 3/30/21, 4/7/21 and/or 6/204f1
disciplinary history status in a manner contravening the letter and the
spirit of the law uadliche cules and regulations prescribed by the director re-
lating to the inmate désciplinary process--hearing officer dispositions of
conduct reports.
Ge grant relator such other relief as may be fair, just and equitable.

te
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STATE OF OHIO

LUCAS COURTY
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DRC4018

Conduct Report

Page 1 of 1

Institution:
TOCI TOCI-21-001791

Name: Number: Lock:BLOODWORTH, RONALD A366695 A2/N/0003
Date/Offense: Time/Offense: Location:

03/22/2021 07:36 AM Ai Circle Area

Rule(s) Violated: 35
Being out of place

Supporting Facts (Describe what occurred and how the inmate violated the rule[s]):
On the above date and time I/M Bloodworth (A366695) went into the Officer break room and took multiple bars ofstate soap. The inmate was not authorized to be in that area nor authorized to get the state soap from the desk insaid break area. For this l/M Bloodworth is charged with a 35 for being out of place. EOR

(Use Conduct Report Supplement sheet, if needed)

As the Charging Official, do you wish to have input into the disciplinary proceedings? [lYes MINo
Printed Name:

Signature:fifnaoMeyer
Shift: Days Off: Date:

tst TW 03/22/2021

A copy of this conduct report was
served upon the above-named inmate on: 20 , at

Staff Signature:

I acknowledge receipt of the conduct report on the above stated date and time:
Inmate Signature: Number:

A366695
DRC 4018 {rev 12/05) DISTRIBUTION: WHITE-RIB CANARY - Unit File PINK-RI8 Board GOLD -!nmate ACA 4214 through 4236, 4269

tim
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DRC4018
Page | of 1

Conduct Report
TOCI-21-001919

Name: Number: Lock:BLOODWORTH, RONALD A366695 A2/N/0003

Date/Offense: Time/Offense: Location;
03/26/2021 07:43 AM A1/2 Staff closet

Rule(s) Violated: 35

Being out of place

Supporting Facts (Describe what occurred and how the inmate violated the rule(s]):
On 03/26/2021 inmate Bloodworth 366695 was seen by this officer entering the staff closet in A1/2. This closet it
meant for staff to keep their personal belongings, and inmate access is prohibited. Inmate Bloodworth was given adirective to exit the area at which point he returned to A1/2 North. End of Report

{(!se Conduct Report Supplement sheet, if needed)

As the Charging Official, do you wish to have input into the disciplinary proceedings? [Yes MINo
Printed Name:

Signature. ibeGreen, Me Wig
Shift: Days Off. Date:

First Mon/ Tues 03/26/2021

A copy of this conduct report was
served upon the above-named inmate on: 20 . at

Staff Signature:

| acknowledge receipt of the conduct report on the above stated date and time:

Inmate Signature: Number:

A366695
DRC 4018 (rev 12/05) DISTRIBUTION: WHITE-RIB CANARY - Unit File PINK - RIB Board GOLD - Inmate ACA 4214 through 4236, 4269

Exhbrt B
MAntenndtal Aden diietata Ah lennnetn TIADOANTO ae AUNT



DRC4018

Conduct Report

Page 1 of |

Institution:
TOC TOCI-21-002022

Name: Number: Lock:
BLOODWORTH, RONALD A366695 A2/N/0003

Date/Offense: Time/Offense: Location:
03/30/2021 08:40 AM

Rule(s) Violated: 61

Any violation of any published institutional rules. regulations or procedures

Supporting Facts (Describe what occurred and how the inmate violated the rule[s]):

on march 30th 202! inmate Bloodworth 366695 a2n3 had paper in his cell window preventing a clear view into
ther cell

(Use Conduct Report Supplement sheet, if needed)

As the Charging Official, do you wish to have input into the disciplinary proceedings? [JYes [INo
Printed Name: Signature:

merrell Manrokl
Shift: Days Off. Date:

ist shift fri sat 03/30/2021

A copy of this conduct report was
served upon the above-named inmate on: 20 , at

Staff Signature:

1 acknowledge receipt of the conduct report on the above stated date and time:

Inmate Signature: Number:

A366695
DRC 4018 (rev 12/05) DISTRIBUTION: WHITE -RIB CANARY - Unit File PINK - RIB Board GOLD - inmate ACA 4214 through 4236, 4269

Exh it (
httn-//datsnortal adrel state nh ns/rezorts/NRCANTRasnx?fid=deécfhdf-Scff-44c1-84fe-79 «a. 3/30/9071



DRC4018
Page 1 of1

Conduct Report TOC TOCI-21-002260

Name: Number: Lock:BLOODWORTH, RONALD A366695 A2/N/0003

Date/Offense: Time/Offense: Location:
04/07/2021 07:12AM

Rule(s) Violated: 21.35.61
Disobedience of

@

direct order; Being out of place: Any violation of any published institutional rules. regulations or procedures

Supporting Facts (Describe what occurred and how the inmate violated the rule[s]):
while working al/2 north on 4/7/21. | officer Merrell called stand by for chow at 0701 hours. roughly ten min later
i called called chow in al/2 north doors where opened and inmates began to go to chow. After a few mins ii calledlast cali for and began my round to secure doors on the bottom range. after secure all doors in the pod and i went toexit the pod. inmate Bloodworth 366695 was standing at the door. The booth operator told me chow movementwas over. i told inmate Bloodworth that he missed movement he needed to go back to his cell and lock down. he
stated he was going to chow that i couldn't refuse him chow. i told him he missed movement and that ! would call a
Supervisor to see about getting him a chow tray sent down. Bloodworth said no he was not locking down that hewas going to chow if not then he refuses to lock down and to lock him up. | then told inmate blood worth to placehis hands on the wall and | then placed cuffs on him and called for a supervisor and 412 or available escort. Thenwalked the inmate out into the circle area of al/2 where we meet LT Griswold. She told inmate that he wasn't
going to chow or tpu to go back to his cell and she would order him a tray down. the inmate followed her orders hewas uncuffed and sent back to his cell with out issue.

{Use Conduct Report Supplement sheet, if needed)

As the Charging Official, do you wish to have input into the disciplinary proceedings? [Yes (iNo
Printed Name:

Signature:
merrell Ihernroll

Shift: Days Of. Date:
1st shift fri sat 04/07/2021

A copy of this conduct report was
served upon the above-named inmate on: 20 , at .

Staff Signature:

| acknowledge receipt of the conduct report on the above stated date and time:

Inmate Signature:
Number:

A366695
DRC 4018 (rev 12/05) DISTRIBUTION: WHITE-RIB CANARY - Unit File PINK -RIB Board GOLD- Inmate ACA 4214 through 4236, 4269

~~ Mi
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Conduct Report
Institution:.

TOC! TOCI-21-004134

Name: Number: Lock:
BLOODWORTH, RONALD A366695 A2/N/0003

Date/Offense: Time/Offense: Location:
06/20/2021 11:38 AM A2N3

Rule(s) Violated: 21,26
Niscbedience of a direct orrler, Disrespect to an officer, staff member, visitor or other inmate

Supporting Facts (Describe what occurred and how the inmate violated the rule|s]):

On June 20th, 2021 | Officer Pelleteri was working A1/2 North. Inmate Bloodworth (A366695) has been told now three times
to lake the blankets out of his window. Inmate Bloodworth has completely ignored this writing officer every time andis
refusing to let light into his cell. The 3rd time telling inmate Bloodworth to uncover his windows, he ignored this officer by nai
even turning around while layingin his bunk, and ignored my directive yet again. For this, inmate Bloodworth is in violation ef
rules 21 (Disregarding a direct order) and rule 26 (Disrespecting an officer). End of report.

{Use Conduct Report Supplement sheet, ifneeded)

As the Charging Official, do you wish to have input into the disciplinary proceedings? <JYes No
Frinted Name: Signature: wo) /y.

Peileteri Je . Uf
Shift: Days Off: Date:

ist M, T 06/20/2021

A copy of this conduct report was
served upon the above-named inmate on: June, 22 20 21 , at 09:49AM.

Staff
Signature:¢ . N} A

i acknowledge receipt of the conduct report on the above stated date and time:

inmate Signature: Number:

A366695



PreviousNext

ORC Ann. 5120.01
Current with Legislation passed by the 132nd General Assembly and filed with the Secretary of

State through file 42 (HB 44).
Page’s Ohio Revised Code Annotated

Title 51; Public Welfare

Chapter 5120: Department of Rehabilitation and Correction

§ 5120.01 Director of rehabilitation and correction.
@ The director of rehabilitation and correction is the executive head of the department of rehabilitation and correction. All

duties conferred on the various divisions and institutions of the department by law or by order of the director shall be
performed under the rules and regulations that the director prescribes and shall be under the director’s control. Inmates
committed to the department of rehabilitation and correction shall be under the legal custody of the director or the
director’s designee, and the director or the director’s designee shall have power to control transfers of inmates between

_ the several state institutions included under section 5120.05 of the Revised Code.

History

134 v H 494 (Eff 7-12-72); 149 v H_ 510. Eff 3-31-2003.



2/16/2021 Lawriter - OAC - 5120-9-06 Inmate rules of conduct.

5120-9-06 Inmate rules of conduct.
(A) The disciplinary violations defined by this rule shall address acts that constitute an immediate and directthreat to the security or orderly operation of the institution, or to the safety of its staff, visitors and inmates,(including the inmate who has violated the rule,) as well as other violations of institutional or departmental rulesand regulations.

(B) Dispositions for rule violations are defined in rules 5120-9-07 and 5120-9-08 of the Administrative Code.

(C) Rule violations: Assault and related acts, rules 1 through 7; threats, rules 8 through 10; sexual misconduct,rules 11 through 14; riot, disturbances and unauthorized group activity, rules 15 through 19; resistance to
authority, rules 20 through 23; unauthorized relationships and disrespect, rules 24 through 26; lying andfalsification, 27 and 28; escape and related conduct, rules 29 through 35; weapons, rules 36 through 38; drugsand other related matters, rules 39 through 43; gambling, dealing and other related offenses, rules 44 through47; property and contraband, rules 48 through 51; fire violations, rules 52 through 53; telephone, mail andvisiting, rules 54 through 56; tattooing and self-mutilation, rules 57 through 58; general provisions, rules 59through 61 as follows:

(1) Causing, or attempting to cause, the death of another.

(2) Hostage taking, including any physical restraint of another.

(3) Causing, or attempting to cause, serious physical harm to another.

(4) Causing, or attempting to cause, physical harm to another.

(5) Causing, or atternpting to cause, physical harm to another with a weapon.
(6) Throwing, expelling, or otherwise causing a bodily substance to come into contact with another.

(7) Throwing any other liquid or material on or at another.

(8) Threatening bodily harm to another (with or without a weapon.)
(9) Threatening harm to the property of another, including state property.

(10) Extortion by threat of violence or other means

(11) Non-consensual sexual conduct with another, whether compelled:
(a) By force,

(b) By threat of force,

(c) By intimidation other than threat of force, or,

(d) By any other circumstances evidencing a lack of consent by the victim.

(12) Non-consensual sexual contact with another, whether compelled:

(a) By force.

(b) By threat of force,

(c) By intimidation other than threat of force, or,

-(d) By any other circumstances evidencing a lack of consent by the victim.

(13) Consensual physical contact for the purpose of sexually arousing or gratifying either person. .



2/1 6/2021 Lawriter - OAC - 5120-9-06 Inmate rules of conduct.
(14) Seductive or obscene acts, including indecent exposure or masturbation; including, but not limited, to anyword, action, gesture or other behavior that is sexual in nature and would be offensive to a reasonable person.
(15) Rioting or encouraging others to riot.

(16) Engaging in or encouraging a group demonstration or work stoppage.
(17) Engaging in unauthorized group activities as set forth in paragraph (B) of rule 5120-9-37 of theAdministrative Code.

(18) Encouraging or creating a disturbance.

(19) Fighting - with or without weapons, including instigation of, or perpetuating fighting.
(20) Physical resistance to a direct order.

(21) Disobedience of a direct order.

(22) Refusal to carry out work or other institutional assignments.
(23) Refusal to accept an assignment or classification action.

(24) Establishing or attempting to establish a personal relationship with an employee, without authorization fromthe managing officer, including but not limited to:

(a) Sending personal mail to an employee at his or her residence or another address not associated with thedepartment of rehabilitation and correction,

(b) Making a telephone call to or receiving a telephone cali from an employee at his or her residence or otherlocation not associated with the department of rehabilitation and correction,
(c) Giving to, or receiving from an employee, any item, favor, or service,
(d) Engaging in any form of business with an employee; including buying, selling, or trading any item or service,
(e) Soliciting sexual conduct, sexual contact or any act of a sexual nature with an employee.
(f) For purposes of this rule "employee" includes any employee of the department and any contractor, employeeof a contractor, or volunteer.

(25) Intentionally grabbing, or touching a staff member or other person without the consent of such person in away likely to harass, annoy or impede the movement of such person.
(26) Disrespect to an officer, staff member, visitor or other inmate.
(27) Giving false information or lying to departmental employees.
(28) Forging, possessing, or presenting forged or counterfeit documents.
(29) Escape from institution or outside custody (e.g. transport vehicle, department transport officer, other courtofficer or law enforcement officer, outside work crew, etc.) As used in this rule, escape means that the inmate hasexited a building in which he was confined; crossed a secure institutional perimeter; or walked away from orbroken away from custody while outside the facility.
{30} Removing or escaping from physical restraints (handcuffs, leg irons, etc.) or any confined area within aninstitution (cell, recreation area, strip cell, vehicle, etc.)
(31) Attempting or planning an escape.

(32) Tampering with locks, or locking devices, window bars; tampering with walls floors or ceilings in an effgrt to« penetrate them.
me me ms



2/16/2021 Lawriter - OAC - 5120-9-06 Inmate rules of conduct.
(33) Possession of escape materials; including keys or lock picking devices (may include maps, tools, ropes,material for concealing identity or making dummies, etc.)

(34) Forging, possessing, or obtaining forged, or falsified documents which purport to effect release or reductionin sentence.

(35) Being out of place.

(36) Possession or manufacture of a weapon, ammunition, explosive or incendiary device.
(37) Procuring, or attempting to procure, a weapon, ammunition, explosive or incendiary device; aiding, solicitingor collaborating with another person to procure a weapon, ammunition, explosive or incendiary device or tointroduce or convey a weapon, ammunition, explosive or incendiary device into a correctional facility.
(38) Possession of plans, instructions, or formula for making weapons or any explosive or incendiary device.
(39) Unauthorized possession, manufacture, or consumption of drugs or any intoxicating substance.
(40) Procuring or attempting to procure, unauthorized drugs; aiding, soliciting, or collaborating with another toprocure unauthorized drugs or to introduce unauthorized drugs into a correctional facility.
(41) Unauthorized possession of drug paraphernalia.

(42) Misuse of authorized medication.

(43) Refusal to submit urine sample, or otherwise to cooperate with drug testing, or mandatory substance abusesanctions.

(44) Gambling or possession of gambling paraphernalia.

(45) Dealing, conducting, facilitating, or participating in any transaction, occurring in whole or in part, within aninstitution, or involving an inmate, staff member or another for which payment of any kind is made, promised, or‘expected.

(46) Conducting business operations with any person or entity outside the institution, whether or not for profit,without specific permission in writing from the managing officer.

(47) Possession or use of money in the institution.

(48) Stealing or embezzlement of property, obtaining property by fraud or receiving stolen, embezzled, orfraudulently obtained property.

(49) Destruction, alteration, or misuse of property.

(50) Possession of property of another.

(51) Possession of contraband, including any article knowingly possessed which has been altered or for whichpermission has not been given.

(52) Setting a fire; any unauthorized burning.

(53) Tampering with fire alarms, sprinklers, or other fire suppression equipment.
(54) Unauthorized use of telephone or violation of mail and visiting rules.

(55) Use of telephone or mail to threaten, harass, intimidate, or annoy another.
(56) Use of tetephone or mail in furtherance of any criminal activity.
(57) Setf-mutilation, including tattooing. ~



2/1 6/2021 Lawriter - OAC - 5120-9-06 inmate rules of conduct.
(58) Possession of devices or material used for tattooing.

(59) Any act not otherwise set forth herein, knowingly done which constitutes a threat to the security of theinstitution, its staff, other inmates, or to the acting inmate.

(60) Attempting to commit; aiding another in the commission of; soliciting another to commit; or entering into anagreement with another to commit any of the above acts.

(61) Any violation of any published institutional rules, regulations or procedures.
(D) No inmate shall be found guilty ofa violation of a rule of conduct without some evidence of the commission ofan act and the intent to commit the act.

(1) The act must be beyond mere preparation and be sufficiently performed to constitute a substantial risk of itsbeing performed.

(2) "Intent" may be express, or inferred from the facts and circumstances of the case.
(E) Definitions: The following definitions shall be used in the application of these rules.
(1) "Physical harm to persons" means any injury, illness or other physiological impairment, regardless of itsgravity or duration.

(2) "Serious physical harm to persons" means any of the following:
(a) Any mental iliness or condition of such gravity as would normally require hospitalization or prolongedpsychiatric treatment;

(b) Any physical harm that carries a substantial risk of death;
(c) Any physical harm that involves some permanent incapacity, whether partial or total, or that involves sometemporary, substantial incapacity;

(d) Any physical harm that involves some permanent disfigurement or that involves some temporary, seriousdisfigurement;

(e) Any physical harm that involves acute pain of such duration as to result in substantial suffering or thatinvolves any degree of prolonged or intractable pain,
(3) "Sexual conduct" means vaginal intercourse between a male and female; anal intercourse, fellatio, andcunnilingus between persons regardless of sex; and, without privilege to do so, the insertion, however slight, ofany part of the body or any instrument, apparatus, or other object into the vaginal or anal cavity of another.Penetration, however slight, is sufficient to complete vaginal or anal intercourse.
(4) "Sexual contact" means any touching of an erogenous zone of another, including without limitation the thigh,genitals, buttock, pubic region, or, if the person is a female, a breast, for the purpose of sexually arousing orgratifying either person.

(5) “Possession” means either actual or constructive possession and may be inferred from any facts orcircumstances that indicate possession, control or ownership of the item, or of the container or area in which theitem was found.

(6) "Unauthorized drugs," for the purposes of this rule, refers to any drug not authorized by institutional ordepartmental policy including any controlled substance, any prescription drug possessed without a validprescription, or any medications held in excess of possession limits.
(7) “Extortion,” as used in these rules, means acting with purpose to obtain any thing of benefit or value, or tocompel, coerce, or induce another to violate a rule or commit any unlawful act.
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OAC Ann. 5120-9-07

This document is current through the Ohio Register for the week of July 27, 2018
Ohio Administrative Code
5120 Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections - Administration and Director
Chapter 5120-9 Use of Force: Institutional Rules

5120-9-07. Conduct report and hearing officer procedures.
(A) Scope. This rule governs the procedures for the issuance of a conduct report and procedures to be employed by the hearing officerfor determining violations of the inmate rules of conduct, as described in rule 5120-9-06 of the Administrative Code, referring conduct
reports to the rules infraction board (RIB) or the serious misconduct panel (SMP) and the documentation of actions. Nothing in this
rule shall preclude department staff-from referring such inmate conduct to law enforcement for prosecution as a criminal offense, orthe state from prosecuting such conduct as a criminal offense.
(B) Report. Any department employee or contractor, except those performing services under a personal services contract, who has
reason to believe that an inmate has violated an inmate rule (or rules) of conduct may set forth such allegation on the form designatedfor that purpose.
(1) The conduct report shall contain a description of the specific behavior constituting each rule violation, cite the name and numberof each applicable rule of conduct, and be signed by the person making the conduct report.
(2) The person issuing the conduct report shall indicate whether he or she wishes to appear before the RIB or the SMP when the
conduct report is heard.
(3) If the inmate's behavior suggests serious mental illness, the person should refer the inmate to institutional mental health staff for a
mental health assessment.
(C) Hearing officer designation and qualification. Each managing officer shall designate staffmembers as hearing officers.
Persons selected to act as hearing officers must have completed training issued by the department's division of legal services. A staff
member who issued the conduct report, witnessed or investigated the alleged violation cannot serve as hearing officer in relation to
that violation.
(D) initial screening and preliminary procedure. The hearing officer shall evaluate conduct reports for form and content.
(1) The hearing officer shall determine whether the conduct report cites the correct rule, identifies the charged inmate and cites
sufficient facts to support the charged violation. The hearing officer is authorized to accept, modify, withdraw or return a conduct
report to the person who wrote the conduct report for correction or revision.
(E) Hearing officer - inmate interview. The hearing officer shall meet with the inmate named on the conduct report as soon as
practicable. The hearing officer shall note the date and time of the meeting on the conduct report and provide the inmate with a copy.if the inmate refuses to accept the conduct report, the hearing officer shall note that fact on the report. The hearing officer shall informthe inmate of the rule violation alleged, the behavior constituting the violation, and the right of the inmate to make a statement
regarding the violation. The hearing officer may either decide and dispose of the violation or refer the violation to the RIB or SMP for
hearing.
(F) Hearing officer - deciding and disposing of rule violations. The hearing officer may decide and dispose of violations where the
alleged conduct is amenable to the dispositions listed in this rule. In such cases:
(1) The hearing officer shall ask the inmate to admit or deny the violation and ask for the inmate's statement regarding the violation.
(2) The hearing officer may interview staff, contractors or other inmates regarding the violation.
(3) If the person issuing the conduct report has indicated that he or she wishes to appear at the hearing of the conduct report, the
hearing officer shall contact that person before making any determination in the case.
(4) If the inmate waives participation in the hearing or refuses to participate in the hearing, the hearing officer shall make a written
record documenting the waiver or refusal. The hearing officer may then either proceed under this rule or refer the matter to the RIB orSMP.
(5) The hearing officer shall determine whether a violation has occurred, If the hearing officer finds that there are some facts to
support the conclusion that the inmate violated a rule, the hearing officer may impose one or more of any of the following
dispositions:
(a) The hearing officer may refer the inmate for treatment, counseling, or other programming.
(b) The hearing officer may recommend a change in housing or job assignment.
(c) The hearing officer may issue a warning or reprimand.
(d) The hearing officer may recommend to the managing officer that the inmate be required to make restitution.
(e) The hearing officer may recommend to the managing officer that contraband be disposed of in a manner consistent with rule $120-
9-55 of the Administrative Code.
(f) The hearing officer may issue focused restrictions on privileges. Focused restrictions on privileges shall not exceed ninety days fora first offense committed during the inmate's annual security classification review period and shall not exceed one hundred and eightydays for subsequent offenses during the inmate's annual security classification review period.
(g) The hearing officer may place the inmate in a limited privilege housing assignment subject to the time frame and referral
limitations set forth in rule 5120-9-09 of the Administrative Code.
(h) The hearing officer may assign a period ofextra work duty for each rule violation.
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(G) Recording the hearing officer's decision and disposition of a rule violation. When the hearing officer disposes of a ruleviolation, the hearing officer shall complete and sign the hearing officer disposition form indicating the name and number of the
_ inmate, the nature of the rule violation or violations,the date and time of the interview, the hearing officer's findings, and any...
sanction(s) imposed.
(1) Such dispositions shall be recorded in the inmate's file and shall clearly note that the hearing officer made the disposition.(2) Such dispositions shall not be considered for purposes of classification.
(3) These dispositions shal] be submitted to the RIB chair or designee for an administrative review to determine substantial
compliance with applicable policies, procedures, and to determine that the disposition was proportionate to the conduct charged.(4) Upon review, the RIB chair or designee may approve the disposition, modify it, or return it to the hearing officer with instructions
to refer the matter to the RIB or SMP for formal disposition.
(H) Referral to RIB or SMP. The hearing officer may refer a conduct report to the RIB or SMP for formal disposition. In such
cases, the hearing officer shall ask the inmate to admit or deny the violation and ask for the inmate's statement regarding the violation.
The hearing officer shall then determine whether to recommend staff assistance for the inmate. The hearing officer shall advise the
inmate of his or her rights under this rule and the possible consequences of such hearing before the RIB or SMP.
(1) Staff assistance. Each institution shall maintain a list of staffmembers who are eligible to provide staff assistance to inmates. The
hearing officer should recommend staffassistance from that list when:
(a) The inmate appears to be functionally illiterate, not fluent in English, or is otherwise unable to respond to the allegations beforethe RIB or SMP due to the inmate's limited mental or physical capacity, or;
(b) The complexity of the issues makes it likely that the inmate will be unable to collect and present the facts necessary to adequately
respond to the allegations before the RIB or SMP.
(2) The hearing officer shall inform the inmate of the following procedural rights, which the inmate may waive in writing:(a) Time of hearing. The inmate has the right to a period of time of no less than twenty-four hours after the service of the conduct
report before his or her appearance at the RIB or SMP.
(b) Presence of charging official. The inmate has the right to have the person who wrote the conduct report present at the RIB orSMP hearing.
(c) Witnesses. The inmate may request a reasonable number ofwitnesses. The inmate's request for a witness shall be in writing on an
appropriate witness request form. The request shall include the name of the inmate witness requested, and shall state the nature of the
information expected to be provided by the witness. The chairperson of the RIB or SMP shall approve or deny any request for inmate
witnesses in writing, explaining the basis for the decision on the designated form.
(3) The hearing officer shall inform the inmate that the rule violation might result in the loss of earned credit that otherwise could
have been awarded or may have been previously earned as authorized by section 2967.193 of the Revised Code and paragraph (R) ofrule 5120-2-06 of the Administrative Code and obtain a written acknowledgment from the inmate that he or she has been so informed.
Statutory Authority

Promulgated Under:
HI1.1S.
Statutory Authority:
3120.01.
Rule Ampilifies:
5120.05.
History

History:

Effective: 02/11/2017.
Five Year Review (FYR) Dates: 01/10/2019.

Prior Effective Dates:

4/5/76; 10/30/78; 3/24/80; 1/16/84; 7/18/97; 7/19/04, 4/1/09, 06/01/2012, 11/11/13.

Editor's Note:

This rule as effective 4-5-76, concerning rules of procedure, was repealed and replaced effective 7-19-04.
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Tn 2023, Bleoedworth war declaved a vexatious Litigater by the frankiin county
@curt of cemuen plass puvsuant to B.C. 2525.57, dsesordingly, Blondeocth must

aS this chis court for asave tw file 4 civil ection in the lucas county court
of cammon piaas.

the puopered COMPLAIN (attached harete and incurpumied herein by reference)
Seecs tc compel public resoxis aad a civil forfelture,

It de well-settled that ¢ marvems acilin eal uced te comel con Ladnece

with
the cio tublic Riscords Act.Stete ex cel. flain Dealer Publ. Co. V.

ity cf Gleve.,/5 Ohio St.3d 33.

Several courts, includingthe Sixth Ristvict Court of Appeals, have neld thet
Bveuptiou: litigetsr is entitied tc protecd with mandaws ection seuaing public
recosds.ftate ex val. Mloadworcth V. Tuleds Corr. Tnst,iucas C. Ali le Zi-1088

(vexations litigator granted leave to file mandamus ection seeking puiblic re-
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Questers public recexts recast,

and make ail such records avadlabie to requester“within e ressonable period of time.” State ex rel. Miller V. Chis Dept.



of Educ.,2016 Obie 8534,P,S(writ grantedi: State ex vel. Pott Law Croup, LLGV. Ohio Dept. of Netural Res. ,2013 Ohio 5219,P.19(seme),
Raquested public records that are vhysically poesessed by and within the

jurisdiction ef » syblie office are public recoreds of thet sublic office ard
must be released by the public office or public official appointed by the
public office to serve as the person resnensihle fer public records at one of
the various lustititions of the public offfee. cf. State ex rel. Coincionatt |

Enquixer ¥. Krings, 9% ObrioSt, 3d 654,660(finding requested stafiivm cost over
rum records were within jurisdiction of county boar) emi were public recemds
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possession.) ;State ux rel. A.¥. Krains Co. L.L.f. V, Jackson,2010 Chia 4029,?.14-15(record evidence denonstrating that records vequasted fa taiblic records
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SOKKISA SheLanibh,Warden's Administrative Assistant andPubiic Infermation OfficerTOLEDG CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION2001 East Gentral AvenueToledo, Ghido 43606
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VERIFIED COMPLAINT FORK A WRIT GF MANDAMUSand ALTERNATIVELY FOR CIVIL FORFELTURE PURSUANT TO

DAVE YOST
GHIO ATTORNEY CENERAL
Ohio Attorney General's Office50 East Gay Street
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COUNSEL FOR RESPONDENTS



COURT OF COMMON PLEASLUCA COUNTY, OFTO
STATE OF OHIO ex gel.,RONALD BYLOOUNGRTS BALE BC.Raletor

VERIFIED COMPLAINT FOR ATOLENG Walt oF
BANDAMUS ASDINETITUTTEOR at al,

ALTERNATIVELY
POR CIViR.
SUARET TG

fessor)athe
FORPELTURE

RE 2d

INTRODUCTION
1, otter tnwaltvus sliege) wislat@oas of the Tebide Resenin Anc,
BOVARN FLOOMT, odaber, ova seCMooleck th" av “relaten") trige thie eavion
foo awit af sandéus, ac ablianalitucis for intl guaYebore wrment to
kG, 166,353. Blexhorth seeks a weit of mendamys to compel respomdents--~ag the pullic. office or person responsible for certain publicrecorde--tecou
ply with their obligetions urxler the Chie Public Records fot.B.C. 149.43(8).
Alternatively, Bloodworth seeks civil forfeitine axi coste pursuant to &.C.
14S8.358(5)(2) becasuse upoin infmetionand belief Moodworthbelieves thatrespomientsfailed te saintein the paroples reconis as requiredby law,
2, ‘The Department of Rehabilitation and Correstion(DAC) 4s a state office
or agency as defined in B.C, 149.011(A) and (B) with public officiale as de-
fined in R.C. 149,011(0).

3. ‘Lebanon Correctional Institution, loosted in Lebanon, Warren County,
Ohio is a DRC institution aqud is a “public office” ag defined in section 149.
OL1(A) of the Obie Revised Code.
4 Prquent to B.C. $120.01 a8 implemented through PRC Policy SOPANOZ(E),
the DRC has created a kite leg(DRC24S5)te provide the manns to cucaent the
two wat comamications between ataff and inmates of the deaprtment on adaily basis at its various institutions,



5. Pursuant to B.C. 5220.01 as inpelamanted through DRC Policy 7SMALOL

Va.A.34, the DEC bas created a legal mail log(DRC 2632)to provide the means to

Log iumate legalk mail at ite various institutions,
6. ‘ihe term “Record”as used in the Act is defined at R.C, 149,011(G)as
inleluding “any dogument, device, or iten, regardless cf physical forn or

characteristic, inigluxding ex electroneic record az defined in section 1206.

Gi of the Revised Cicde, creatred or received by ov coming under the juris~
Gistion of auy pielic office of the state or its political subdivisions, which
serve to Commentthe orgenizstione, functions, polictes, dectetons, procedeuresl,
operations, or other activities ef the offiaa."

.

7 Aviclation under B.C, 149.351{B) meane "any attempted or actual removal,

tutilation, destruction, er srANSFER of or damage to a public record that is
not pemultted by Law."Kish V, Akron, 109 Ohi0St. 3d 162,727(2006),
8. Kites are only logged if the procedure outlined in B.C. 5120.01 es im
plemented thragh DRC Poliey SOPAMO?(R) ere fallowed, See, RC. $120.01 end

DRC Policy £0 Pay o2te).
9. Sverev kite mist be loreed on the kite Low(iRC2595 when uttiLen truxicugh
the kite eysten at D&C's varlow: inatitutions.See, B.C. 5120.01 and NRC Ploley

a
TAM ae

20. Without en emprose sermend from the DACtih the rules and regula-
tions that is cccawribes e state agency(ant ite employees themure wher it acta)
is not free to depart fron this established inmate contacts policy air pee
cedure. See, R.C.5120.01, DRC Policy 50 PAM 02(E) and State ex repi. City of
Gincdimati V. Ohio Civil kights Come. (1981),2 Ohte App. 3d 487,286,



11. ‘The procedures outlined in 22.0. 5120.01 as inplemented throush DRC Policy
50 Pax 02(4), requires the various inetitutione ci the department to log kites
on the kite loe(DRCZS55}vhen eneweritg kites.See, A.C. 3120.01 as iaplenanred
through ORC Feldcy 50 PAN 02(E).
$7, Tesal mil de only legged Lf the orocedured cutiinad in 8.0, 5420.01
ce implemaated througn DEC Policy 75 MAL OL(VI)(A) Cid}, ame followed.ses, &.C.
£320.03 aed DRO folfcy 75 MAL O42.

324. Eytery lesa? wail Istter aust be legged on the ljegel mail jog(DRC2632)
when handled and procesead at PRC's vartious institutions.See, F.C. 5120.01
and DRC Policy 75 MAL O1.

14. Bithour an exoress cxmerd fren the DRC throush the rules and reguletions
that it prescribes a siate azency(end itra expleyeer through whom {it acts)is
not. frea to deport ico: this established inmate iegai cervice policy aad
procedure.Ser, R.G. 5120.01; DRC Poliey 75 MAL 01; and, State ex rel. City of
Cincinnati V. Onde Givii Rights Coan. (1982)2 Shic App.id 287,263,
15, The procedures outliond in E.G. 2200.01 a5 legcoaantos tinoaghn Dat Colugy
75 ive Vivi CyQuldey Ghs \Elawue Abeidisieadde 62 cad Jepea he

log mail on the legal mail log(DuC2632)whenhandling and processing
inmates legal mail.See, R.C. 5120.01 as implemented through ODRC Policy 75
MAL O41.

146.0 Tee vigh® co public ceaarde fe substantive oly 1;
B.C, 149,430)(.See, Stete ex vel. SeAGON Journal Publisiia; G. V. datecs,
67 OhieSt. 3d 321,323(1993).
467. any pereor who io certed the eubsatentive wight of access conferred by
RG 149.43 ie eporieved for puspeses of 0, 143.254 and may concemee aa action
for civil forfediture,Sec, Scate ex cel. Hunter V. City of Alliance, 200: Shite
1130.



PARTIES JUSISBICTION and VENUE,
17. Sloedverth, is an individual whe if a citizen and reeident

TION(TeCI located in Teleds, Lucas County, Ohio pursuant to A.C. 5120.16.
18. Respordent, ToCl, is ¢ ORC institution, located in Tolede, Lucas Coty,
Grio, is 4 “pubic office” as detined in saction 149.0L1(A) ef the Gate Re-
vised mode, and at sll tines relevent herein the records that are physicaliy
possessed by the ORC's LeCI is within the jurisdiction of this “public office”
and/or ‘fOCI has fulkkl custody and control of the public records at feaue ia
thise actien, and si all viees relevant herein eeployed Public Information

of the Stite of Ghin ami is currentloy at DRC's DOLE

Officer So RISA SERLENER, ana through its customs, prectices, procednas,
training, andi solioles and/or leek thereof is directly and/or indirestiy rer-
apoosible tor the actions and/or onissions of its employees.
19, Keaxpondent, SCMAISA SEMMEYER('Ms. Sejlusyer"jis the dddaistcative
Assistant to the Warden ants at ali relevent times was ecting wikhing an adsui-
nistrative posliien as ADKustiaLive josie lane and wen inaveiuge tee perscs
ruopUemmible for the public pescida at Zul, hie teapgphaii is usite, died
in hex official capacicy coly.
20. Thais court has personal end subject matter jurisdiction ii Us action,
which fa peoperly venued woith inis court becuse iusas Gauicy is toe Gumiiy
du watch che ncgpeodents is located ami it la whuws the wats of uperative
Bigaiticance occured,

—

BACKGROUND FACTS AND GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
21. Sloodworth incormorates by wefereme all of the evermente put forth above
as if fully rearitten herein.
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22, Respondents are requixed by 2.C. 5126.04 as implemented tacough DRC Policy
50 PAM O2(E) tu log all kites anawaced dm the kite log(DaC2255).
43. Ragpondents ace required by 2.C, 5120.01 as implenentad through DRC Policy
75 WAL OL(VI)(A}(14), co log lagalo mad on the lege] mail leg(DRC2632). _

VIOLATION OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS ACTFIRST CAUSE CF ACTION
MANDAMUS BOR KITE LOGS(DRC2255)

Bloodworth incovporates by reference ali of the avemomts set forth
above ag o1f fully revatitien harein.

25. Aeoording te B.C. 5120.61 and DRC Policy 56 FAMOZ(E) the respondents uses
or at one time did use kite loge(ORC2355) to dooment tu tuomy conaunican
tione between all levels of URC staff and drentes, See, also, exhadit B 5,
2. <Aceording to RC. 3120.01 aac DEC Policy 50 PAM 02(8), the seid kite
Jog(DRC2355) dewsents kite handling and preasasing receipt and racponsa ao~
tivity and upen information xd bella? ware changed Cailet lenet cbree dally,
27. Upen information and belief, the respondeats uses two aets of kite loge
that dscawmt saparately coring the daily kite ransint and response handling

and pwrotesesing procars~-one log is paper and one ig electronic,
23. Then information and belief, by ueing tve gets of cite legs one sat
eowle los kite: ceasived and answered fo papar fonret wille tha otbar domaen’
Kites racetved and ansvaved electronically. Tie ia done to ensuare chat "Tey
Keiten(ORCZ355)iwiLll]be Logged on the kita log(DRC2285)."S0PAM02(E).
29, The daily seta of tha goid kite logs ave “records” as that tern is used
in RC, 149,011(6),
30. The daily sets of the safd kite lego are "pSublte vecords” as that tem
is used in B.C, 149.43,



31. On May 21, 2021, Bloodworth made a written public records request to
respondent Me., Sehlmeyer, andat No. 2 of said request requestedcopies of
LeCl's Mailrooa Supervisor's Kite Log(DRC2355) regarding paper and/or elec-
tronic kite commmiocations between this supervisorand Bloodvorth; DATE RANGE:
7/31/19 to 8/5/19.(Exhibit A ),
32. made his May 21, 2021 public recorde requenst by hand delivery.
(Exhibit A),
33, On May 21, 2021, Me.

Sehlneyer recalved Blondvesth's sald public recordsvia hand delivery. (Exhibit A).
34. On June8, 2021, Me. Sehimeyer responded to the public records request
Stating essentially regarding No. 2 of said request that the requewst is
defective for not being properly directed to LeCl. (Exhibit 5 ),
35. As of thie date, respondents have not provided Bloodworth with access
to or copies of the “kite logs” that he requested.
36. Bloodworth has no adequate alternative remady in the ordinary course of
the law.

37. Respondents have no legally valid excuse for refusing to give Bloodworth
copdes of thwe said kite logs.

VIOLATION OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS ACTSECOND CAUSDE OF ACTION
. MANDAMUS FOR LEGAL MAIL LOGS(DRC2632)
38. Bloodworth incorporates by reference all of the avermants set forth
sabove as if fully rewritten herein.
39. According to R.C. 5120.01 and DRC Policy 75 MAL O1(VI)(A)(14), the vee
spondents uses legal mail logs(DRC2632) to recordlegal mail.
40. secarding to R.C. 5120.01, Administrative rule(AR)5120-9-17, AR5120-9-
18

and DRC Policy
75

MAL Oly. the Legal sat] log resouis incoming Legel vail



tion and belief were changed at least oteoe daily,
41. Upen informationand belief, the uses two sets of legaltail loge thet record separately during the dfaily legel mail handling and
proceasing procass--one logie the ineomingand one is the cutgoing,
42, Upon informationand belief, by using two sets of Legal mail logs oneset could log legal mail received into the institution while the other logs
legal mail leaving the inetitution. ThisLe done to ensyure that the “Legalmil" is always recorde’.
43, ‘The daily set of the shid “outgoing” legal mail logs are "records" asthat tere: is used in RC. 149.011(6).
44, The dafly sets of the said "outgoing: legal mail loge are "public. records”as that term is used in B.C. 149.45. .

45. On May 21, 2021, Bloodworth gave Ms. Sehiomyer a public records requestvia heed delivery and at Nos. 3 and 6, of said request, requested to inspect
and/or copy ToCI's "outgoing" legal ami} Log(DRC2632); DATE RANGE: intermi-
ttently ranging from June 2018 te May 2021.(Exhinit A).
46. On May 21, 2021, Ma, Sehlmever received Bloodwarth's said public records
request. (Exhibit A ).
47, Respondednts raspondad te thie request June §, 2021 in a letter sent by
Me. Sehlmeyar, public information officer.(Exhibit B ),
48. Riespondegts hava net provided Bloodworth with ecceas to or copies of
tho "outgoing" Lega) mail logs that he requested. (Gxhibifs ‘BC, 0),
49. Upon infoxsstion and belief, reapondente do not weintein a legal mail
log(08C2632) that records legal asil leaving the instiustion.

Bloodworth has no adequate alternative renedy in the oprdinary course |

of the slaw.

Si. Reopondents have no legally valid excuse for refusing to give Bloodworth
7



of the said logs.
VICLATICGN GF THE PUZLICG RECOKSS ACT

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION .

MANDANGS FOR KITE LGGS(DRGZ553}
od. Siocdworth incorporates by ceterence ali Of the avermercs set forth
abopve as if fully rewritten herein,
33. On May 21, 202i, Woodworth wade & writrtan public records request to
cespordent Sehimeyer xx: at NewS , requested copies of ‘toci’s Werdenjs, Insti~
tutional Insdpector’s ail Maileocn Supervisor's kite log(DRC2355)regarding peper
kite communications between these prison staff memebers and Bloodworth: DATE

KANGE: December 5, 2020 to December 10, 2020.(zxhibit A ),
54 =6Gn May 21, 2021 Ns. Sehjimeyer veceived this piblic records request
via nand delivery.
35,

Un June&, 202i Ms. Sehimeyer responded to the said wequest,(imibitB ),
58. AS OF this date, bs, Senimeyer iva not provided Bicodwortih with copies
Of tue Kite iogs that he requested.

3/.Bloodworthnas no adequate altermative venady in the ordinary course of
the law,

58.
Respondents hava no legally valid excuse for refusing to give Bloodworth

copies of the said kite logs.,,
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTIONCIVIL FORFEITURE PURSUANT TO R.C, 149,351(B)(2)

39. Bloodworth incerporates by reference all of the averments set forth
above as if fully rewritten herein,

|

60. Upon informationend belief, respondentsdid at no tine use the legal
mail los(DRC2632)to record the nandling and processing activities of legal
mail leaving tyhe institution, on the relevAnt dates,
61, Respondents have renoved, destroyed, mutilated, trransferred, or othewe-
wise damaged or disposed of the legal mail log(s)(DRC2632)which document

8



degal mali or on which iegai mail sill be Loggedac caintained that is
iweaving the institution on che relevant dates.
62, Upon information aud beliei, the actions of xvespondents in redoving,
destroying, mutilating, transferring or othwerwise damaging ox disposing of
aaid iegal mail iogs(DKkCZ632 which documented “outgoing” legal mail or on
wach “outgoing” legal mail shail be loggei did net omaply with the proce~
dure set forth in B.C. 5120.01 as implemented through DRC Policy 75 MAL 61
(VE)(A)(14), becasuse respomients did not ieg “outgoing” Legal mail on the
Jegai mati Log(iRGZ632)on the relevent dates,
63, Relator has been aggrieved by respondents atilons ln ceawlag, destroying,
mitilating, transferring, ox otherwise daseging or disposing of the legal
mail log(s)(0RC2632)fous which doameited dally “outgoing” Legal mail hend-
ling activity or on wileh "outgoing" legal mail shall be logged, on all rele-
vant dates, as mong other things, such recorda are necessary to use as axhiq-
bits with a civil rights coapleint that Bloodworthis to file
against ToCl prison officials regarduing the walling or nonrailing of his
outgoing legal weil.
64. Relator has been aggrieved by respondents actions in removing, destroy-
ine mitilating, transferring, or otherwise damaging or disposing of the legal

32) which doaumentad “outgoinelecal wall ex on vhich “outgoing”
legal mail ehsii be logged, as amongst otha things much recom’s would cea-
sonably lead col identifying other potentiel areas for discovery during the
course of the civil rights Litisation.
65. Upon informationand belief, respondentsby feiling to follow the pro~

9



cedure outlined in B.C, 5120.01 as implemented throughDRC Policy 75 MAL01
(VI)(A)(14), before electing to not log outgoing legal neil on the legal
mail log(DRC2682), reepondente violated the public records act becqause their
actions constitute an iLlegfal or inggcoper semeval, dastrustion, mitilation,
transfer ; OF Other disposition of the racerds which ghall contain o contains
the data onte which respicndente ersated devily racords of their iegal aasil
handling and processing activites of the legal mail leaving the insti tutioon
wm the relevant dates,
66. The failure of respondents to provide © full and complete capy te relater
of a full ai complete peper copy of that section of the lezhal mail loge(DRC
2632)uiich conteine the data or vhich shall contain the data outs which respon
dents craated or shall. create daily records of their Moutgoine” legal, mail.
logging, handling, avi processing setivities senstitutes an illegal or dae
proper removal, destruction, amtilation, trausfer, ox other dispositions of
the records whieh contains or shell comtain outgoing legal mail date.
67. Respondents therefore, aemitted a seperate vielatlion of the pablic
recomis ect for each of the “outgoing” legalk mei] logs(DRC2632)thatthe re~
spoadents disposed of without fellewing the préesoduyras cutlined in B.C
5120.01 as implemented through DRC Poliey 75 MAL O1(VI)(A)(16).
68. Pursuant te RC 149,351(5)¢2), respondents ToC! met pay 2 civil forfei-
ture of onethousar dollars($1,000)fer each ef the racorde which has been
venowed, destroyed, mutilated, trensferred or cthwerwise damaged or disposed
in violationof the public records act.

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTIONCiVIiL FORFEITURE PURSUART Td wc, 269.351087(2)
68. Blosdworth incorporates by reference ail of the avexrments set forth
abe as if fully rewnitte: herein,



70. Upon information ani belief, respondents did at no time use the Kitt.
Segy(tik02355)t0 record the kite receipt and response activiter of the paper
kites received ani ansvered on the relevant dates.
7i. Respenienta heeve removed, destroyad, cutilated, tracsferred or orhwer-
wise Gamged or disposed of the kite logds(DRC2255)which document paper kite
receipt and response data or on which paper kite receipt and response data
shall be logged and maintained pAsthe relewant dates,
72, Upoon information anc belief, the actions of respondents in removing,
destroying, mutilating, tranefercing oc oluerwise damaging or disposing of
said kine logs(DAC2355)which documented “psaper kites ar on which “paper”
kites shall be ingged did not comply vith thea proceieure set forth in K?.C .
5120.01 as implemented thmough DRC Policy 50 PAN 02(E) because respondents
Gié net ing “paper” kites on the kite log(DRGZS55) on the celevant dates.
73. keSlator has onen aggredeved by respondents actinons in reveving, destroy~
ing, mutileting, transferring, of otimerwise damaging or disposing of che
Kite log(bRCZSs5)fomme whien docunented dally “papes™ kite receipt angd re~
sponse activity or on which “papes kite secaipt anc cesphnse activity shall
be logees, on all celavent dates, ae other things, such recone are
necessary to use ae exhibits with 6 civil action that Bloadworth is pre-
pering to file ageinst 10C1 regarding the delivery or nondelivery of iis
peper kites by tne mailroom to reapective areas ox the inetituton.
74, Kelater hes been aggreieved by respopndents actions in removing, destroy-
ing, sutiisting, trensfwerring, ur otherwise danaging or disposing of the kite
Roge(DRC2355) which documented “peper”™ kites or on saich “paper” kites shel
be legged, as amongst ether things such recerds would reasonably Lead to idene
tifying other potential areae for dioseevery during the course of the civil

i



75. Upon information and belief, respondents oy taliing to fcliow the procedure
outlined in B.C. 5120.01 sa Laplewented through DRC Felisy50 PAM 02(E) before @p
electing not to leg“peper’ kites on the kite log(DRCZ355), respordente violated
the public records act because their antic constitute an iliegal or improper
ranOval, aestruction, mutilation, transter, Gx other dispoaliios of the records
Which sialk coniaia or contelos the data onbe waich respondents created daily
vecords of their kite tuumiling ari proctetsing astivites of the paper kites re-
esived inte thase seupeclive areas olicdworta wai Lie velevant dates.
76. The failuxe of raspoudenis bo provide a full and complete ougy to relatoir
of a full ari complete paper copy of that section of the Kitegloge(iii235$)
Which contains the3 data or which ahail contain the data onto which respondauts
created or shall crezie daily records of their “paper” kite Logging, hendling
@ul processing SGtivitées cuiwkituies a: dilegal oc luproper renover, uastruction,
muliiation, trauefar, ct ollwer disposition of the recerds which scbuteins or
shali contain paper kite data.

77. Respondesis therefore committed a sepexste violation cf the public
records act for ewsch of the "paper kite Logs(DTRGZ855jthat the respondents
disposed of without following the procedure cutlinad in 5.C. $5126.61 as inplenented
through S&C Lolicy 30 PAN O2(E).
78. Pursuemt to B.C, 149.351(B)((2), resperients TOC] must pay 2 civil for
felturea of ane-thousaiklolWersf$tCoo} fer each of Uke reooris eich has been

removed, destroyed, mutilated, transferred or otherwise Casseed or Claposed
in violation of the public reserds act.
WHEREFCKE, Bloodworth on hie claims for rellef cements the follewings
i, A peresptery urit of morvdenme Elreeting respondentsto make responsive
public recards available to Bloodworth prosptly and without delay for inspection and/or copying. 1



4. if this court does not fesve a ourenptory of mmdacus. thenamicy of an

alternative weit, comerxling respomients te show ease wiv 4 Pinel weit ia
gcive abowe tems shoul net issue.

3. Statutory danager tarsuent to 365.43(C)(1), of one-hundred dellare
(9100,.00}fuxr each business day ining Which the respomdenie Cailedto comply
With ReCG. 149.43(5), beeianing with the dey on which Bloodworthfiled this

aation up toa maxinian of onewthowand dollere($1,00C}fer each vecord

wrongfully withheld,

4. A civil forfeiture masuané to B.C. 169.351 in the amount of one-thousend

Goliars($i,000jfox each of the “outgoing” Jegelmaii loge(DRCZ632)wiese data
wes eciusliy destroyed, miiilated, cemoved, transferred or othuxuise udm, aged

eed in violation ci the public records ect, Bite 169.43 in @ total
emeamé up te 310,000 te be determined eb trial.
>. A Givil iervelbure puirsuant te ReC, 169.354 in the awount on one~chousand

doilars(S1,000)for each ef the “pape” kite kite loge(bkCa335jwnese data wun

eatually destroyed, mutilated, rumoved, transfernad or otherwise damaged ox

cisposed in violation of the public recomis act, KG. 149.43 in a total @acunt
up te $10,000 to be determined at triai.
& Couxt costs @ivcurred by Sioadworth: in brlaging this action,
4. Such other and further reiief thet tis court swy dew: proper.

avspactiully wubaktied,

TALES CORRECT TONAL INSTITUTION
2003 Bast Geoixal Avenue
Toledo, Ghic &36CE

Relater, pro se



VERIFICATION
I, RONALD BLOODWORTH, STATE UNDER Pi RALTY for perjury, that I am
the relator in this action, that I have personal knowledge and
am competent te te stify to the facts set forth in the above
complaint, and the averments set © for th herein are true and
correct to the best of my information, belief and knowledge; ,
and the exhibits attached herete and incorpor@ted inereia by
reference are tri@and correct.

E e
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wa: Ms
Schlmeye r, Wardens Assistant and Public InSrmotin Officer

FROM: RONALD BloODWOR7#-#°366 695
SUBTECT. PuGLIc RECORDS froucsT
DATE: May 2), 202/
Dear Ms. Sehimeyer :

rebpect{ully request o copy of the following pubhi records ;
caer

ta tasae POY Maz i Pagesa. Lebanon Corrections! Insitutions KITE 406 CPCI? maintained tn the
Mailroom Supervitor's respective area im aceordonce with the ODFC ReerdRetentws Schedule, cortamng recotded Kite leg dota regarding poperand/or electronic Kiter thlized asthe means af fi

way
Commute ationbetween the staff and Fonaid Blood worth HIb6L- 69S, are RANGE: TolyJi, 30/9 to Mugust Sy

3. LEGAL MAL
& 106 (DRC 4632) Contaming entries re cording Toledo terre choralTnetrtiton OUTGOING LEGA WAIL, DATE BANGLE. G0, Yo001, Sov!4. MONTHLY MAIL KEPORs CORE 4316) for Talede Correctional Xastiwten Submithed

by mail depi Supervitor to the responstble deputy warden7 DATE BANG E> frou,Ynal, ond $/402). .

5. Toledo torre etonai institotions written KITE 106 (ORC2IS5) mamtaned in the
Wenens, Tacpectors, ard Mashoom Supervisors rélpectve area in accordancewth the ObRC Record ketention Sc hedJe, contova

4 written recorded Ifite
6

data regarding paper kites othzed of the means
fwo- uaey COmmumcationbetween these het and Ronald BlooduserthB 346-6957PATE BANGE. December

S, 2080 fo December 10, dodo.
6. TOLEDO CORRECT ToNAL INSTITUTIONS OUTCOING Mim LECALMALZ 106OR02632)

regarding
outgaing legalna:l, DATE ANGE. Jone 20/P 4 Jone 7030.BEAOVISED! Td fest ike to inspect these lege! may! hos with the toledifcretion to Copy. '

Z look fowerd to heceivmg the records I requefted,

hap Holypppoe
ONALD BlooowoRT#ec. files

Ns if i 4 ooRequest hand delivered to J “amL4 af Ipledo
Correctiona/ ITansthton on HUA |

Exhbt A
=



Ohio Department of
Rehabilitation & Correction
Mike DeWine, Governor
Annette Chambers-Smith, Director

To: Mr Bloodworth A366-695

RE: Public Records Request

Date: 6.8.2021

Mr. Bloodworth,

Your public record request dated 5.21.2021 is currently being processed. The informitem number 2 is from Lebanon institution needs to be requested from them. } don
The address for Lebanon is:

you requested in

@ access to their logs.

Lebanon Correctional Institution

PO Box 56

State Route 63

Lebanon Ohio 43140

Item number 3 is 3 pages at 5 cents per page, so 15 cents. If you could send mea cashslip for this amount I can
provide the records.

item number4 is still in process

Item number 5 does not exist. There are no kite logs DRC 2355 maintained since going to the electronic record.
For your requested item number 6, the document does not exist. We do not keep records of outgoing legal mail.

Thank you,

S. Sehlmeyer,

Toledo Correctional Institution

Toledo Correctional Institution

Census
s_ | BE COUNTED2001 East Central Avenue {¥OhioToledo, OH 43608

It'sv2 safe and important.
Census.Ohio.Govwww.drc.chio.gov

~ - Exhbit



70: MS. Sehlmeyer, wardens Asst and Poble Information Officer
FRM. BONALD BLOODWORTH 266-695
SUBJECT. Paymem for Public Record Copies
DATE. Tune (7,202!
pear MS. Schimeyer.
B On Tone 1b, aeai, TF received Your leter dated June & 20a) regarding
my May 2), 202! public records request. Tam enchsing a completed cash
Slip in this Krie inthe amount of 18 cenit to cover Copy co st focthe publicrecords ZX requested at No. 3 of my public records request. x Sookforword to receiving the begalmail 7 RC 2632) OS requestedin my$
public record £ reque $4, three PAGES tal. i? 2kf LD

BloCOWOR7AN
ec: files

&

Exlybet C



Ohi Department of
Rehabilitation & Correction
Mike DeWine, Governor
Annette Chambers-Smith, Director

To: Mr Bloodworth A366-695

RE: Public Records Request

Date: 6.22.2021

Mr. Bloodworth,

Enclosed are items for number 3 in your record request. Per R.C. 5120.21(F) appropriate redactions have beenmade. The last 3 numbers of the offender iD have been shown for your reference to determine if you had legalmail delivered to you during this time.

Item number4 is also 3 pages, and | have enclosed in this request. {t is also 15 cents. Your cash stip will beadjusted.to 30 cents for these records.

With this information enclosed this request is not considered complete.

Thank you,
oor “

Ss. Sehifneyer,cwa2

Toledo Correctional Institution

Toledo Correctional Institution
BENic2001 East Central Avenue
[WOhioToledo, OH 43608

It’s02 safe and important.
Census.Ohio.Govwww.drc.ohio.gov

Exhbit D
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reviousNext

ORC Ann. 5120.01
Current with Legislation passed by the 132nd General Assembly and filed with the Secretary ofState through file 42 (HB 44).
Page’s Ohio Revised Code Annotated
Title 51: Public Welfare
Chapter 5120: Department of Rehabilitation and Correction

§ 5120.01 Director of rehabilitation and correction.
The director of rehabilitation and correction is the executive head of the department of rehabilitation and correction. Allduties conferred on the various divisions and institutions of the department by law or by order of the director shall beperformed under the rules and regulations that the director prescribes and shall be under the director’s control. Inmatescommitted to the department of rehabilitation and correction shall be under the legal custody of the director or thedirector’s designee, and the director or the director’s designee shall have power to control transfers of inmates betweenthe several state institutions included under section 5120.05 of the Revised Code.

History

134 v H 494 (Eff 7-12-72); 149 v 8 510. Eff 3-31-2003.
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SUBJECT: PAGE ___1 OF 5
Inmate Mail

NUMBER: 75-MAL-01

RULE/CODE REFERENCE: SUPERSEDES:
5120-9-17, 5120-9-18 75-MAL-01 dated 10/23/17

| Departmentof
Rehabilitation & Correction {RELATED ACA STANDARDS: EFFECTIVE DATE:

,

4487, 4488, 44491 thru 4493, 4495, 4496; September 3, 2019

NAA
AUTHORITY

Ohio Revised Code 5120.01 authorizes the Director of the Department of Rehabilitation and Correction,
as the executive head of the department, to direct the total operations and management of the department
by establishing procedures as set forth in this policy.

PURPOSE

The purpose of this policy is to set forth policy and procedures which govern inmate mail services
including mail inspections.

APPLICABILITY

This policy applies to all inmates and staff of the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction
(ODRC) and specifically mail clerk/screeners who process inmate mail and other staff who are
responsible for reviewing or screening printed material intended for inmates.

DEFINITIONS

E-Mail (electronic mail) - Electronic correspondence through a kiosk or ODRC approved electronic
communication devices. Electronic mail is offered to inmates as an additional means of communication
and is a privilege that may be suspended indefinitely for violations of institutional rules. Electronic mail
is not suitable for confidential legal communications.

Legal Mail - Mail addressed to an inmate clearly bearing the return address of an attorney-at-law, a
public service law office, a law school legal clinic, court of law, or the Correctional Institution
Inspection Committee (CHC). It may be opened and inspected for contraband only in the presence of the
inmate-addressee. Postcards from a court of law indicating fees and/or fines owed are not considered
legal mail.

ORC 1361 (Rev. 08/16)
ee, 9% 1h,

£



SUBJECT: Inmate Mail PAGE 2 OF _5

V. POLICY

It is the policy of the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction (ODRC) to process inmate mail
in an efficient, timely manner and to regulate inmate property in accordance with Administrative
Regulations 5120-9-17, IncomingMail, and 5120-9-1 8, Outgoing Mail.

VI. PROCEDURES

A. General Procedures:

Regular Mail:

1.

DRC 1362

Universal precautions, including minimum risk level personal protection equipment
(PPE) as defined in ODRC policy 10-SAF-19, Fentanyl Exposure — Prevention and
Response should be used when opening and processing incoming mail. Each institution
Shall have a written plan to address the proper handling of suspicious packages or
envelopes to include isolation of the package and notification of appropriate staff and, if
necessary, outside agencies. The written plan shall include steps for processing inmate
mail, inmate legalmail and mail addressed to staff.

All incoming mail, except legal mail, shall be processed in an area located outside of the
facility or in an area of the facility designated by the managing officer and approved bythe appropriate regional director to minimize possible exposure. Each item shall be
opened and processed under a ventless hood system designed to prevent the exposure ofstaff to potentiallyhazardous substances and contamination of the area.

Envelopes and/or packages suspected of containing contraband items shall be placed in
an isolated area until such time as they can be opened by an ODRC staffmember who has
been trained to handle potentially hazardous materials.

Once the mail has been processed, it will be delivered inside the facility for distribution to
the inmate.

All inmate mail, including electronic mail, other than Legal Mail, shall be opened, and
may be read or copied in the institution mail room and inspected for the presence of cash,
checks, money orders and/or other contraband. Any contraband received through the mail
shall be documented on a Notice of an Unauthorized Item Received form (DRC4225) and
disposed of in accordance with AR 5120-9-55, Contraband. All mail shall be removed
from the envelope. The front of the envelope shall be copied in such a way as to preservethe return address and attached to the contents. The remainder of the envelope shall be
discarded. Colored envelopes and/or colored mail contents, not to include greeting cards
(see VIB of this policy) are not permitted inside the institution. The front of the colored
envelope and/or the colored contents shall be photocopied, and the copies delivered to the
inmate. The colored envelope/contents shall be discarded.
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All inmate regular mail may be read or copied in the institution mail office. The written
portion of the mail shall then be promptly delivered to the inmate unless it is a threat to
security. Inmates shall be notified when incoming or outgoing letters are withheld in partor in full. Inmates and senders shall be notified using a Notice of Withholding
(DRC4149). The inmate and sender shall receive notification using a Decision on
Withholding/Correspondence (DRC4148) once a decision is made, If an e-mail is
withheld -and/or blocked due to content, an automatic notification is sent to the
sender/receiver of the e-mail and a separate Notice of Withholding (DRC4149) is not
required.

Incoming and outgoing letters shall be held for no more than 48 hours and packages shall
be held for no more than 72 hours, excluding weekends and holidays or emergency
Situations.

When the inmate bears the mailing cost, there is no limit on the volume of letters the
inmate can send or receive or on the length, language, content, or source of mail or
publications except when there is reasonable belief that limitation is necessary to protect
public safety or institutional order and security. All institutions shall provide certified
mail services for inmates. Inmates may request certified mail service provided they bear
the full cost of postage, the cost of certification and the cost of return receipts, if
requested. When the receipt is returned, it shall be given to the inmate and not maintained
in the mailroom.

Postage and embossed envelopes shall be available for sale in the institution commissaryand through DRC approved vendors. Envelopes ordered through an approved vendor will
not count towards an inmate’s package limits. Envelopes may not be mailed to inmates
by individuals. Inmates may send one letter each month for which DRC will pay current
first-class postage rates as established by the United States Postal Service (USPS) for a
standard letter to maintain community ties. Any additional postage costs shall be paid by
the inmate. Inmates will also receive eight free electronic mail stamps for outbound email
only, to include videograms and attachments, each month. Unused stamps will not be
carried over to the next month.

Legal Mail:

10.

11.

Legal mail containing a disc(s) that had not been pre-approved per Administrative Rule
5120-9-19, Printed Material, shall be treated as contraband by the institution mailroom.
The managing officer/designee shall determine the disposition pursuant to Administrative
Rules 5120-9-17 and 5120-9-55.

Inmates are permitted to send sealed letters to, and receive sealed letters from, a specifiedclass of persons and organizations including, but not limited to, the following: courts,
counsel, officials of the confining authority, state and local chief executive officers,administrators of grievance systems, the Correctional Institution Inspection Committee
(CIC), and members of the paroling authority. If confidentiality is required, such mail
must be clearly addressed reflecting one of the above addresses and be marked as “LegalMail.”
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12. Legal mail shall be opened and inspected for contraband only in the presence of the
inmate addressee and in accordance with Administrative Rule 5120-9-18, Outgoing Mail.

13. Section VI.A.1 of this policy as it relates to copying colored letters and envelopes does
not apply to Legal Mail. Legal Mail envelopes shall only be copied if there is a legitimate
security concern and only copied in front of the inmate, ifpossible. The contents of Legal
Mail should never be copied. If there is reason to copy the envelope, the original envelope
shall be retained and attached to an Incident Report (DRC1000) which shall clearly state
the security concer.

14. Legal Mail shall be logged on the Legal Mail Log (DRC2632) and delivered to the inmate
addressee within 48 hours, excluding weekends and holidays or emergency situations.

1* Class Mail Enclosures

Inmates may receive the following in a first-class letter:

e Five pages written/typed correspondence on plain white paper (no larger than 8 4” x 11).
Correspondence must be in blue or black ink only (no crayon or colored markers);
Five photographs (no larger than 8 4” x 11”), no nudes, no Polaroid;

e Five newspaper clippings (no larger than 8 %” x 11”);
e Five pamphlets or brochures (simple, single page, no larger than 8 4” x 11”); bi fold or

tri fold;
e Five pages of blank stationary or copied material, no larger than 8 4%” x 11” (including

. Materials copied from the internet);
¢ Color greeting cards are permitted if they are commercially manufactured and have not

been tampered. Greeting cards must be single fold only (multi-fold, musical and/or “pop
out” cards are prohibited);

e Postage stamps, laminated stickers, glue, glitter, lipstick or perfume, etc. are prohibited.

Such enclosures are subject to screening and possible exclusion from the institution under
Administrative Rule 5120-9-19, Printed Material, and ODRC policy 75-MAL-02, Printed
Material.

Letters which are incorrectly addressed may be returned to the sender after a reasonable effort to
ascertain the addressee has failed.

First class letters, legal mail, and packages shall be forwarded in a timely manner to the inmate’s
new address, if it is known, following an inmate’s transfer or release. The inmate forwarding
address shall be recorded either in the cashier’s office or DOTS Portal, based on the offender’s
date of release. Both areas should be consulted to verify the forwarding address. All forwarding
items shall be logged on the Mail Forwarding Log (DRC2633). All packages shall be logged on
the Inmate Package Log (DRC2631) on DOTS Portal. If this information is not available in either
location, first class letters or packages shall be returned to sender as established in section VLD
of this policy.
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All other procedures for handling incoming and outgoing correspondence are contained in
Administrative Regulations 5120-9-17, Incoming Mail, and 5120-9-18, Outgoing Mail.

The mail department supervisor shall complete the Monthly Mail Report (DRC2316) and submit
to the responsible deputy warden with a copy maintained at the institution.

ODRC mailroom staff shall mail all inmates’ outgoing mail only if it contains a completed
federal tax return addressed to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to the following address:
Internal Revenue Service, Blue Bag Program, Stop 975, 1040 Waverly Avenue, Holtsville, NY
11742. Mailroom staff shall also transmit the following data on the prison and on each prisoner
associated with items mailed to the IRS: prison name and address; sending ODRC’s staff name
and telephone number; inmate’s full name and inmate number; inmate’s social security number;
inmate’s date of incarceration; and inmate’s release date. The IRS will review the
correspondence and take appropriate action. All other inmate’s outgoing mail (excluding
completed federal tax returns) addressed to the IRS should be mailed through the normal mailing
process. Additional information on the Blue Bag Program is available via email:
prisoner_file@irs.gov using “BBP” on the subject line or by calling the Blue Bag Hotline: 631-
654-6191.

This procedure for the Blue Bag Program does not apply to incoming inmate mail from the IRS.
The IRS requests ODRC to destroy IRS publications and blank IRS federal tax returns contained
in incoming mail. ODRC policy 24-CAS-08, Inmate Refund Check, provides procedures for
handling incomingmail from the IRS containing a federal refund check.

A religious organization may send a religious medallion to an inmate subject to the possession
limit, value limit, and certificate of ownership requirements ofODRC policy 61-PRP-01, Inmate
Personal Property.

Related Department Forms:

MonthlyMail Report DRC2316
Inmate Package Log DRC2631
LegalMail Log DRC2632
Mail Forwarding Log DRC2633
Decision ofWithholding DRC4148
Notice ofWithholding DRC4149
Notice of an Unauthorized Item Received DRC4225

DRC 1362 % om
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5120-9-17. Incoming mail.
(A) Mail in the form of first class letters or electronic mail addressed to an inmate shail not be withheld except as
provided in this rule. There shall be no limitation on the number of first class letters that an inmate may receive nor
the number of persons with whom an inmate may correspond.
(B) Inspection of incoming mail:
(1) All mail, including electronic mail, other than legal mail, shall be opened and may be read or copied in the
institution mail office and inspected for the presence of contraband, unauthorized forms of funds, and other threats to
the security and safety of the institution. The written portion of the mail shall then be promptly delivered to the
inmate, unless withheld in accordance with paragraph (G) of this rule.
(2) "Legal mail" is mail addressed to an inmate clearly bearing the return address of an attorney-at-law, a publicservice law office, a law school legal clinic, court of law, or the correctional institution inspection committee. It may be
opened and inspected for contraband only in the presence of the inmate-addressee. "Legal mail" does not include
postcards from a court of law that indicates fees and/or fines owed by the inmate-addressee.
(3) Electronic mail is offered to inmates as an additional means of communication. Electronic mail received is not
suitable for confidential legal communications or legal mail. Inmates shall be instructed not to use electronic mail for
confidential legal communications. "Legal mail" shall be restricted to the traditional mail format. Electronic mail cannot
be accepted while an inmate is in special management housing. .

{C) The managing officer or his designee shall determine the disposition of contraband pursuant to rule 5120-9-55 ofthe Administrative Code. The contraband may be returned to the sender, confiscated as evidence, held for the benefit
of the inmate-addressee, or otherwise disposed of in a manner consistent with the law.
(D) All funds mailed to inmates shall be processed in accordance with rule 5120-5-02 of the Administrative Code.
(E) A letter or electronic message that is incorrectly addressed may be returned to the sender after a reasonable
effort to ascertain the identity of the addressee has failed.
(F) Telegrams and electronic mail may be reviewed prior to delivery.
(G) Mail, including electronic mail, that presents a threat to the security and safety of the institution, its staff or
inmates, may be withheld from the inmate-addressee. No material or correspondence will be considered to present a
such a threat solely on the basis of its appeal to a particular ethnic, political, racial or religious group. To constitute a
such a threat, the correspondence must meet at least one of the following criteria:
(1) The correspondence incites, aids, or abets criminal activity or violations of departmental rules, such as, but notlimited to, rioting, extortion, illegal drug use or conveyance of contraband;
(2) The correspondence incites, aids, or abets physical violence against others, such as, but not limited to, instructions
in making, using, or converting weapons;
{3) The correspondence incites, aids, or abets escapes, such as, but not limited to, instructions on picking locks or
digging tunnels;
(4) The correspondence is in code or cipher.
(H) Procedures for withholding correspondence are as follows:
(1) The initial decision to withhold the correspondence will be made by the officer charged with inspecting it, with the
concurrence of the mail room supervisor.
(2) The inmate-addressee and the author of the correspondence will be notified, in writing, that the correspondencewas withheld. The notification will:
{a) Identify the inmate-addressee by name and number;
(b) Identify the author by name and address;
(c) Include a description of the correspondence by date or otherwise;
(4) Include a brief statement of the reason the correspondence is being withheld;
{e) Inform the author of the procedure for appeal, including the time for appeal:
(f) Identify the person to whom the decision to withhold the correspondence is to be appealed:
(3) The notification will be sent to the author and the inmate-addressee within seven calendar days of the decision to
withhold, unless the managing officer determines that the notification will interfere with the conduct of a pending
investigation.
(4) Decisions to withhold mail, including electronic mail, may be appealed in writing by the author to the managingofficer or his designee within fifteen calendar days of the date of the mailing of the notification. The appeal should
explain why the correspondence does not present a threat to the security and safety of the institution, its staff orinmates.
(3) The written appeal and the correspondence will be considered by the managing officer or designee who shall
determine whether the correspondence will be withheld or delivered to the inmate.
(6) Any correspondence withheld from an inmate-addressee will be retained during the pendency of the appeal or forthe time in which an appeal may be filed.
(7) If it is determined on appeal that the correspondence does not present a threat to the safety and security of the
institution, its staff or inmates, the correspondence will be immediately delivered to the inmate-addressee.
(8) If it is determined on appeal that the correspondence presents a threat to the safety and security of the
institution, its staff or inmates, or, if no appeal is taken, the mail may be returned to the author, held as evidence for
criminal prosecution or a disciplinary proceeding, or destroyed.
(1) Mail, including printed electronic mail, in the possession of an inmate may, when approved by the managing officer
or his designee, be seized, read, and copied where a reasonable belief exists that it may contain evidence of a
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violation of federal or state law or departmental rules. If a staff member reasonably believes there is a present risk of
destruction of such mail, it may be seized and forwarded to the managing officer or his designee for review. .(J) Advertising mail, commonly known as "junk mail” and advertising in the form of electronic mail, commonly known
as "spam", which include, but are not necessarily limited to promotional offers, drawings, sweepstakes, lotteries and
other promotional campaigns, which proposes a commercial transaction and which taken as a whole, is not a persona!communication uniquely composed for a specific individual, may be withheld from the addressee. Junk mail may be
returned to the sender if return postage is guaranteed, or it may be destroyed at the institution if not. No notice or
other process need be provided to the addressee or the addresser in such circumstances, any other provision in this
or any other rule of the Administrative Code notwithstanding. The only exception to this paragraph shall be for
catalogues for mail-order purchases, as approved by the office of prisons, provided that the contents of the catalogue
are subject to the screening criteria for printed materials in rule 5120-9-19 of the Administrative Code.

Statutory Authority
Promulgated Under:

111.45,
Statutory Authority:

5120.01.
Rule Amplifies:

3120.05, 5120.36.

History:

Five Year Review (FYR) Dates: 7/3/2019 and 01/24/2024.

Prior Effective Dates:

01/20/1973, 01/13/1979, 01/04/1988, 04/21/1989, 01/08/1991. 11/20/1995, 05/15/2004, 07/15/201 1, 05/23/2014.

OHIO ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
Copyright © 2019 by. Matthew Bender & Company, Inc. a member of the LexisNexis Group All rights
reserved.
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OAC Ann. $£20-9-18

This document is current through the Ohio Register for the week ofDecember 14, 2018

Ohio Administrative Code

5120 Department of Rehabilitation and Corrections - Administration and Director

Chapter 5120-9 Use of Force: Institutional Rules

$120:9:18. Outgoing mail.

(A) There shall be no limitation on the number of letters that an inmate may send, nor shall there be any restrictions
as to persons with whom an inmate may correspond, except as provided in this rule.
(B) Postage and embossed envelopes shall be available for sale in the institution commissary. Inmates may send one

letter each month at state expense.
(C) Legal mail is mail addressed to an attorney at-law, a public service law office, a law school legal clinic, a court of

law, or the Correctional Institution Inspection Committee. Such mail must be clearly addressed reflecting one of the
above addressees and be marked "legal mail" by the inmate.
(D) Electronic mail is offered to inmates as an additional means of communication. This form of communication is not

suitable for confidential legal communications or legal mail. Inmates shall be instructed not to use electronic mail for
confidential legal communications. "Legal mail" shall be restricted to the traditional mail format. Electronic mail cannot

be accessed while an inmate is in special management housing.
(E) Inmates shal! seal their own first class letters, except in instances where there is to be an enclosure of money or

documents held by the institution.
(F) All outgoing mail, including electronic mail, shall be clearly identified by the sender's name, institution number and

return address. Any outgoing mail not so identified may be opened and read for the purpose of identifying the sender.
All outgoing letters from inmates shall be stamped on the front or back of the envelope with a stamp identifying:
(1) That the letter is inmate correspondence; and
(2) The sending institution's name and address.
(G) Inmates are prohibited from sending any letter or electronic mail:
(1) That is threatening;
(2) That incites, aids or abets or constitutes criminal activity or violations of departmental rules;
(3) That is, or contains evidence of criminal activity or violations of departmental rules;
(4) That is in code or cipher; .

(5) That would present a threat to the safety and security of the institution, its staff or inmates; .

(6) To any person who the inmate has been advised has notified the managing officer that he or she is being harassed.

by the inmate and does not want to receive correspondence from the inmate;
.

(7) To any person, firm, association, or other entity for the purpose of soliciting funds or property without the prior

approval of the managing officer. This provision does not apply to lawful requests made by an inmate for funds from
an individual approved to send money to the inmate.
(8) That contains funds being sent to any person not on the inmate's approved visiting list.

(H) Any violation of the preceding procedures and prohibitions by the inmate shall be considered a violation of the
inmate rules of conduct and may result in disciplinary action. Sanctions for such violations may include a restriction of
the inmate's mail privileges for a specific period of time. Any mail restriction imposed must be only the minimum

required to prevent future abuses of the mail privilege.
(1) Except as provided in paragraph (E) of this rule, outgoing non-legal inmate letters may only be opened, read,
copied, or withheld, and electronic mail may only be withheld when the managing officer or designee has a reasonable
belief that the inmate's correspondence meets one of the criteria listed in paragraph (G) of this rule. In such cases the

following procedures shall be followed:
(1) The managing officer or designee shall make a request in writing to the Director or designee stating the name and
number of the inmate, the reasons for believing that the mail meets the criteria listed in paragraph (G) of this rule,
and the time period for which permission to open, read, copy or withhold the inmate's mail is sought.
(2) The director or designee shall review the request. The director or designee may order further investigation before

granting or denying such request. If approved, the director or designee shall document such approval, the name and
number of the inmate and the time period for which such approval is granted. Approval of the director or designee to

open, read, copy or withhold such mail shall extend only to the managing officer or designee.
(3) The managing officer or designee shall then record on a log the following information for any outgoing non-legal
mail that is approved to be opened: the sender's name and number, the dates of approval to open, read, copy or

withhold, the name of the managing officer's designee, if applicable, the addressee, the date the mail is opened and

reviewed, and any action taken as a result of the review.
(4) If, after reviewing such mail the managing officer or designee determines that it does not meet any of the criteria
listed in paragraph (G) of this rule, the mail shall be promptly forwarded to the addressee. If the correspondence is

determined to meet one of the criteria listed in paragraph (G) of this rule, it may be copied and/or read and forwarded
to the addressee or retained as evidence pursuant to an investigation and/or subsequent criminal or administrative
proceeding, or returned to the inmate, as deemed appropriate by the managing officer or designee.
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(5) In any case where the correspondence is determined to meet the criteria in paragraph (G) of this rule, and it
would not hinder any ongoing investigation, the inmate shalt receive written notice of the withholding of mail and or
an appropriately issued conduct report. The notice or conduct report shall identify the correspondence by addressee,
date or other description, and include an explanation as to why it is being withheld and/or a conduct report being
issued,
(J), Outgoing legal inmate mail may only be opened if there is a reasonable belief that the mail contains contraband.
In such cases the following procedures shall be followed:
(1) Request in writing, as soon as practicable, to the director or designee approval to open said legal mail. The
request shall include the name and number of the sender, the addressee’s name and address as it appears on the
envelope, and the reasons for believing the envelope contains contraband.
(2) The director or designee shall review the request and as soon as practicable, approve or disapprove the request.
Such approval or disapproval shali be documented in writing and reflect the name of the director or designee
approving or disapproving the request.
(3) If the request is denied, the mail shail be promptly delivered to the mail room and processed as outgoing mail
without further delay. If the request is approved, the managing officer or designee shall immediately open the
envelope. in the presence of the serider. The contents may be inspected only to the extent necessary to determine if it
contains contraband.
(4) If contraband is found, it shall be handled in accordance with rule 5120-9-55 of the Administrative Code. Any non-
contraband contents shall immediately be returned to the inmate who shall be given the opportunity to resea! such
contents in another stamped envelope provided by the managing officer or designee, to be taken to the mailroom to
be processed as outgoing legal mail without further delay.
(5) The opening and inspecting of any outgoing legal mail shail be documented on an outgoing legal mail inspector
log. The managing officer or his designee shall record the name of the person inspecting the mail, the date of the
inspection, the addressee, the sender's name and number, a description of any contraband found, the disposition of
the contraband, and the date any non-contraband contents were mailed.

Statutory Authority

Promulgated Under:

111.15.

Statutory Authority:

3120.01.
Rule Ampliifies:

5120.05, 5120.36.

History

History:

Effective: 05/23/2014.
R.C. 119.032 review dates: 01/10/2014 and 01/08/2019.

Prior Effective Dates:

1/12/74, 3/24/80, 1/4/88, 4/1/89, 4/25/89 (Emer.), 7/17/89, 1 1/20/95, 5/15/04, 4/1/09, 7/15/11, 9/17/12, .

OHIO ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
Copyright © 2019 by Matthew Bender & Company, inc. a member of the LexisNexis Group All rights reserved



RONALD BLOODWORTH A366695 TOCi A2N0003 1D:1240580407 [P 1/1]

You have received afPQY letter, the fastest way to getmail
From: Aaron Bloodworth, CustomerID: 19054214
To : RONALD BLOODWORTH, ID: A366695
Date : 8/8/2021 5:39:49 PMEST, _Letter ID: 1240580407
Location: TOCI
Housing:A2N0003
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